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Dedication
“C olored Red" is dedicated to my family. To my parents for being so
strong, yet tender - my love and admiration couldn't be greater. To my brother
for being my best friend, and to my sister tor being so beautiful. To my Granny
& Gramps for giving me something to aspire towards - I love you both. To my
aunts for making family lust - nothing is more important to me. To Mavvmavv
and Mr. Keith for “Mawmaw loves” and some of the greatest food and memories
Til ever have.
And to Paw - I'll forever regret not having more time. I love you.
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Abstract
My paternal grandfather, Larry Jean Hooper Sr.(Paw), died suddenly of a
heart attack on a warm morning in early November while preparing to meet my
father, Dana Hooper, at their small farm a short road trip from home. They had
been best friends - together in work and in play - since before I was bom and
through all I can remember. Blood flowed from one to the other and the roads
flowed beneath both ofthem, through the marshes and prairies and the hills and
mountains, to the top and back again more times than they could remember, and
remembering - it was all Dad had after Paw died. On a rainy day in a smoky bar
telling about that rainy camping trip in the Smoky Mountains and how miserably
cold and wet they were in dank canvas tents. Dad said he would do anything for
just one more trip like that...
Late that next summer we left home for Colorado, but my research was
already many years old. Stories of times not forgotten pervade my memory. I
had been to the Rockies before I ever arrived there myself, or at least I felt as if I
had. Only the landscape had to be filled in once I actually got there, and what a
beautiful landscape it is. The mountains capped in white bite up through the
green earth in colors varying from place to place and from time to time. Dawn
and dusk look very different but always alive. It’s when the ascending evergreen
forests release their cozy grasp on the fauna, leaving the verdant meadows

teeming with life. Ifyou'rc lucky enough to be there, you feel part of it all. After
hearing of Dad and Paw's lofty exploits as a young boy, I began reading and
studying about the land, their land. My family was my inspiration, and National
(ico<^ra/)l}ic was my guide. Research specific to “Colored Red" is simply an
intensive extension of that; more stories heard and more literature read.
But writing - I'm not sure w'hen that idea was bom. Perhaps it was always
there, waiting for the right occasion to surface. Perhaps it was something as
random as a heart attack that made me w^ant to chronicle the trip. I began wTiting
journals and taking pictures soon after leaving, but 1 didn't tiy to document
everything or anything specifically. Still, when examining my recordings, two
themes dominate like twin peaks in the morning's first light: my family and the
land. They arc inexorably linked. The river of life flows from the highlands and
down through us all, eventually ending at the sea. “Colored Red” is my message
in a bottle.
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Chapter 1: The Source
"I should've made him go on that trip. He mis trying to hack out, making excuses, and I
knew it. He knew / knew it, hut it wasjust one of those things you didn 7 talk about. . . 1
should've said j' iiek you. we're going.'A month later, he was dead.. ."

Our trip began on a humid, overcast Kenner afternoon at the end of July, 2004. It
was one of those grey afternoons in subtropical southeast Louisiana where the clouds.
born of the sun’s oppressive heat and the gulfs moist air, blanket the sky, hanging like
dirty wet rags just above your reach. The air was thick and it should’ve rained - any
other day it would have - but it didn’t. My father, Dana, my brother, Justin, and I spent
most of the day shirtless, sweating in the sun as we loaded our supplies into Dad’s new'
extended cab diesel pickup. We strategically packed a four-person tent, two sleeping
bags, a mini-smoker grill, three foldable canvas chairs, an aluminum tool box, a lantern
and three flashlights, a large dog kennel, a small bag each of clothes and toiletries, a
multi-purpose bucket filled with other camping necessities, and a jumbo ice chest
overflowing with bottled water, canned beer, and homemade beefjerky in the truck bed
and open to the weather. Once we got there. Dad explained, we wouldn’t have to worry
about the soaking rain. There would be none, not in Colorado, and on the way our
velocity would spare our supplies from the harmful effects of precipitation. We departed
from our empty home in exhaustion. Dad driving, me in the passenger seat, Justin in the
back, and Bel, our yearling yellow lab and only female presence, in a borrowed kennel

lacing the tailgate. Not knowing what to expect, we journeyed west on a 3,200 mile
roimdtrip that was loosely planned, elicited a sphere of emotions, climaxed amongst the
14,000 foot peaks of the San Juan Mountains, and ended all too soon.
Hventually, though, everything must end. A trip begins, lives, and then dies, and
what's left is just a hazy remembrance of things once concrete, and then that eventually
fades and once was never is again. Permanence is a fleeting illusion that dissolves like a
mirage on a flat Texas highway as children become boys and boys become men and men
become old men. Our trip began on 1-10 west at 6:00 p.m. on July 29"' but was
conceived months earlier, on November 8, 2003, when Larry Hooper, our “Paw,” was
found slumped over and dead in his kitchen. Two pieces of toast stood attentive in the
toaster next to an opened jam jar overturned on the marble countertop above his head. A
.spot of blood on his cooling lips dried while 1 slept, hundreds of miles away and
oblivious on a football road trip.
“Sonofabitch!” 1 remember thinking as 1 hit the “ignore” button on my phone for
the ninth time. “Why are people calling me this early?”
The night before - beer and then bourbon, loud music and dancing girls, a half
dozen smoky bars - thumped through my head and sat heavy on my chest. Through
swollen eyes I didn’t recognize my surroundings or floor mates. 1 used the coffee table
near my head for leverage getting up and noticed some friends sleeping on the other side
of the room. Looking at my phone, my heart squeezed when 1 saw nine missed calls, all
from my mother. Something had happened, and my mouth grew drier. 1 stepped outside
into the noonday heat and sat on the apartment’s stairwell.
“What's up?” 1 asked when she answered.

“You okay? Tve been ealling all morning/'
“Yeah, what's wrong?
“Your Grandpaw Larry was found dead at his home this morning. They think it
was a heart attack."
“Are you serious?"
1 don't know why 1 asked the last question. I sat on the stairu'ell in silence for a
while, watching ants crossing the concrete, blinking images of Paw. It was strange. I
couldn't hold on to any one image of him. and 1 couldn’t help thinking of my father. I
called him. but he didn't answer. Looking down at the phone in my hands, I remembered
1 had Paws hands - the freckles - and began to cry, knowing that everyone inside would
think that 1 just had a rough night and that 1 deserved my bloodshot eyes. 1 felt like shit
worrying about that.
Justin told me later that afternoon how he learned of Paw’s death.
“You hear what happened?" he asked, answering the phone.
“Yeah, man.
Sucks."
“Fucking sucks."
“Yeah."
“Mow’d you find out?"
After a long night, he too ignored a dozen calls before giving in and answering.
He too cried and felt an abdominal emptiness tinged with guilt and then, ultimately.
nostalgic remorse. We were going to miss Paw, and we both empathized with Dad the
most. That’s what really choked me, what made tears roll from the comers of my eyes
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while my lip trembled - Dad. Justin told me to call him later, hung up the phone, and
waited, not knowing what to e.xpect, for Dad to return from work.
Dad, however, suppressed his emotions under necessary tasks - scheduling
services, informing relatives, cooking dinner. 1 remember Justin saying he was shaken
but strong. Lately Paw had been patriarch in title only, and the only actual setback was
an emotionally profound one. Dad's voice quivered and his eyes squinted, but he looked
forward, not down, and although he didn't realize it then, growing deep in his mind were
the origins of something fertilized by remembrance, a trip to alleviate guilt and to maybe
find some of what had been lost. It's what Paw would have done and had done dozens of
times before. Pack a bag and an ice chest, pack into a truck, and drive, and don’t stop
until you reach it. Jutting from the green rolling plains emerges an endless, red
cordillera, the Rockies of Colorado.
The Centennial State has, for Justin and me, always been mysteriously
intertwined with family folklore. Stories from decades past set in the Colorado Rockies
pervade our memories, as if we were there all along, even though most of the tales
occurred before my parents even met and “I was even thought of.” Paw and my father
explored together - sometimes with other family members, sometimes with other friends
- across the American West throughout the 60s and 70s. They experienced huge chunks
from the Rio Grande through western Texas to the Badlands of South Dakota, always
driving and always camping, never paying for a room. Towards the end of the 70s,
however, the searching stopped. They found their drink, and it was colored red. For
years afterward, the drive from New Orleans to Colorado was all too familiar but always
exciting, and though 1 don't remember hearing this particular story before, during a
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drunken, euphoric reminiscence at the Triangle West Bar(a small, smoky place a block
away from Paw's home that my family patronized for decades) following Paw’s funeral, I
was inexplicably familiar with the events that composed Dad’s warming reflections.
“When he was doin’ well, we’d go every year, sometimes twice a year, and we
a/wavs drove. Those road trips ... man, we'd leave early and drive all day, start drinking
beer sometime in the morning so by the afternoon, you had to piss all the time."
“Been there," I interjected.
“Yeah, but with him and the guys we were with, you couldn’t stop the car 'cause
you had to piss. It was like a game, and I’d say ‘Dad, need to stop?’ He'd always shake
his head. ‘No, I'm fine.' And then it’d get so bad that you'd start hittin’ the seat to pull
over and you'd jump out with cars whizzin’ by and, man, it never felt so good. Then
you’d look over and Paw’d be doin’ the same, for even longer than you."
“I thought he was fine.”
“No, he had to piss the whole time, but he wouldn’t stop unless you did first, and
he’d look at you straight-faced and say, ‘That’s your stop, Dana. That’s your third.’”
“Ha, ha. ha ....” We all laughed, and then stared at the ground, and then the story
continued.
“And then by that night, they’d make me drive ‘cause I was young and could do
it. I’d have the midnight to 6:00 a.m. shift while they all slept, and by morning we'd be
over Raton Pass and into Colorado and Td go to sleep. Your Paw would drive the last
few hours.”
“How was Paw there?

“C olorado? Like he wanted to be. He wore a cowboy hat and boots,jeans. We
used to hunt or ski or camp - you know, whatever we were ‘there for'- during the day
and bar hop at night. Local bars. We'd usually stay at the Marcello ranch near the Blue
Mesa reseiwoir. Paw knew Mr. Johnny Marcello, and we'd drive into Gunnison or even
up to C rested Butte and honky tonk all night, drinkin' beer and just cuttin’ up, and we'd
try and take some women home and usually did.
“Yeah, 1 bet.
“It's easy to find it in Colorado. You’ll see. These mountain women are easy ...
ugly too. They know how to have a good time, so it wasn’t hard, and there were nights
there was this one night I remember, and he’d never admit to it.” Dad shook his head and
smiled.
“What happened?”
“Well, we brought a group back to the ranch with us one night and a couple of
‘em wanted to smoke some weed. We didn’t have any of course, but this guy we knew
also stayin’ at the ranch went to his room and brought back this Thai stick thing. Justin,
I’m sure you know what that is.
“Aww, whatever,” Justin said. We all laughed, and I pointed at Justin who was
shaking his head.
“So we all start smokin’ on it, but it’s not like a muggle. You don’t inhale it; you
just breathe in the smoke and after a while it gets you all high and feelin’ goofy, and Paw,
you know, he’d never admit to it, but he smoked on some that night.”
“Did you see him?”
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“Yeah, 1 saw him sniffin' on it. He said he never got any though. He just liked
the smell of it.'"
9”

“So what happened with the girls that nighf:

Justin asked.

“Ask me again when you're all grown up.”
“Aww, what-the-fuck-ever!
We all laughed so hard, and Justin clenched his jaw and shook his head until Dad
hugged him and said, “It's okay, Justin. I know you’re a big boy” before turning around
to order another round, and the powwow continued in the same place I last saw' Paw
alive,just months before, when he left a little drunk and tired and I gave him a slappedback hug and said, “Love ya."
Paw and 1 weren't always so close, though. His upbringing may have calloused
his ability to be openly affectionate. He was a very demanding father and an often
preoccupied grandfather who didn’t enjoy Kindergarten graduations, little league
baseball. Spacewalk birthday parties, or holiday gatherings, especially in the presence of
young children, who w'ere to be loved but not worshipped. Christmas gift giving
disagreed with him not because he didn’t have money to spend but because he thought it
to be superficial. He had an independent mind and an independent nature, preferring to
be on the road or in the barroom or in the barroom on a road trip, not for the alcohol as
much as for the social experience. Life to him wasn t measured in more weight - he
traveled light. He was frugal in a good way, spending his money and time on trips and
properties to trip to, and the w'hole time he was living and not worrying about being
settled, or complete. That doesn’t exist no matter what you think you have. If anything
transcends death, if anything remains beyond the beating of a heart and the filling of the

lungs, it's in your head - your experiences constitute your soul, not your vestments. I
never talked of Ciod with Paw. Neither of us are that pretentious. But if being religious
is simply defined as “manifesting faithful devotion to an acknowledged ultimate reality,"
then Paw's church, his house of worship, followed him everywhere because his ultimate
reality lay in ever>alay moments: in the feeding of his tattered livestock, the viewing of an
alpine vista for the first or fiftieth time, the sharing of a beer and an adult joke with his
son and his son's son.
As such. 1 didn't know Paw until I was old enough to. Before that 1 saw him as
an average constituent sees his Washington representation - concerned but removed.
seemingly inveterate but always traveling. It's no wonder, to me at least, that he was a
politician. In 1978 he was elected mayor of Kenner, then the sixth largest city in
Louisiana with an approximate constituency of 60,000, after serving as a Kenner city
councilman for eight years. Afterwards he won a chair in the Jefferson Parish Council,
where he served for another dozen years. I worked on his last campaign, in 1992, with
my father. It's one of those memories that has a beginning that leads to an end, and I
can’t get to the bottom of the bottle without first opening the top and drinking it down:
Justin wasn V there because he was too voi/ng to wake at 4 a.ni., and see "night-day for
the first time before burning his tongue on hisfirst remembered cup ofsteaming coffee
that he drank sitting in the dark, empty'gas station parking lot on dad's tailgate that
remained open all day, overflowing with the wooden stakesfor hundreds of blue
campaign signs that said "Hooper" in white with the two "Os"interlocked. 1 carried
and placed them on every neutral ground within 500 yards ofevery polling place in the
precinct before dad mauled them and stapled them with an ease and steadiness my white
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arms and hands were incapable of. and the sun rose and stole away the morning's coo!
humidity and then burnt my face red as I rode in the truck bed between the innumerable
stops before returning to campaign headquarters in the afternoon where ffell asleep
sitting up while sealing an enormous stack ofenvelopes with a moist rag, my tongue
scalded and numb as ifI used it instead...
Never before did I feel so important, and never before was I treated as such.
Rival candidates were the enemies and the brunt of our adult humor. Bob Odom, now the
Commissioner of Louisiana's Department of Agriculture and Forestry, became “Odom
the Scrotum," and Ann Marie Vandeweghe, the race’s eventual winner, had a plethora of
political appellations like “that bitch" and “that whore.

I never met her, didn’t even

know what she looked like, but I hated her nonetheless, and she ended Paw's incumbency
and political career.
I remember an empty feeling of defeat after the election because I was a part of
the team, but I don’t remember what my grandfather looked like at the time. Paw’s
professional, taxpayer-sponsored photograph belies my remembrances of him. He’s
wearing a suit and a tie. His face is smooth and unblemished, his hair is much thicker
and darker, and his countenance reveals no emotion, and very little life. It’s a fitting.
although misleading, obituary picture. I'm sure he didn’t enjoy taking it.
Besides the pictures, personalized office decor and stationery, a collection of suits
that fit me perfectly, and a meager pension. Paw did manage to keep with him some
worthwhile connections after his political career. Nothing is free: not in physics,
economics, or life, and especially not in southeastern Louisiana business and politics. As
thank you for an engineering contract during a period of residential development under
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his supcr\ ision. Paw was allowed access to a 2,000-acre world-class hunting ranch in
Texas’s Hill Country, right outside of Bandera, where our relationship finally sprouted.
and out of genetic regard grew a unifying bond in the sunlight of our mutual experiences.
Our trip began with the sun rising behind us, west out of Kenner. We were three¬
wide in Paw's inured white pickup with Paw driving, me in the middle, and my uncle
Lyle - the Triangle's favorite patron - also along for the ride and the bars in Bandera.
We sat shoulder to shoulder for more than ten hours each way, only stopping for gas.
while I listened to old hunting and drinking stories, my heart high on nervous anticipation
and excitement. 1 was fourteen years old, still a boy in responsibility and understanding
but having a man’s fun. I only slept some, my head dipped toward my lap or cocked
toward the truck’s weathered ceiling. The radio didn’t work but no one seemed to care.
Once in Bandera, Paw bought my hunting license and some Coors Light bottles.
We drove on to the ranch house, a modest, under-decorated but warm place with a large
kitchen/living area, a bathroom, and two bunk-bed lined bedrooms. In the morning I
awoke to the smell of breakfast and with my coffee ate salsa on scrambled eggs and
thick, fresh bacon from a hog slaughtered on the ranch. Paw and I drove into the freezing
darkness and used flashlights to find our stand which was the size of a small shed but on
stilts. I heart-shot an average whitetail buck after Paw pointed him out to me 100 yards
into the scrubby brush. The deer bolted without flinching, but we spotted dark red blood
where the he once stood, breathing smoke into the air before I eased the trigger. Paw
pointed out the still-warm carcass,just twenty yards from the original spoor. He shook
my hand and took my picture, and I was happy. That night we drove into Bandera. They
sipped beers and 1 drank Coke while listening to live countiy music and watching boot-
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laden drunks dance and have a good time. We talked about my great shot all night, and
the next morning 1 shot a fat doe for the meat, killing her cleanly with a challenging shot
to the neck. Paw suggested I try it. He was proud and drove us home through that night.
The ride back seemed much shorter than the ride there.
Still, the trip remains as vivid as ever, and it occupied my mind during the entire
ride back to Oxford the day my mom told me about Paw's death. It’s strangely fitting
that the Texas trip occupied my mind following my mother’s macabre news. She never
wanted me to go. I don’t think she trusted Paw, and I know she resented his carefree
lifestyle and lack of genuine participation in my early upbringing. Owing from my own
romantic experiences, however puerile they may be, 1 imagine that she also resented
Paw’s demanding relationship with my father. Their working and drinking and traveling
and carousing didn’t end or dissipate when my parents became involved, which was
tolerated more at first. They met through Paw at a political function in 1980. Pictures
show the three of them together months afterwards, smiling, happy, and pink-cheeked on
one of a handful of snowy Colorado ski trips, but it wasn’t the same Colorado dad and
Paw experienced together. New Orleans is far removed, and the snows my parents once
had melted long before they divorced, just months before Paw and 1 were to go to Texas.
Still, deep down Paw remains to my mother a symbol of a lost but unforgotten
period of youthful bliss and innocence, when she was still in love with my father.
dreaming of a future of her own design, and expecting - at my present age - her first bom
- me. She remembers the good times, and I know she remembers Paw’s ubiquitous white
cowboy hat. He wore it often and always when traveling. It was on his head in Big
Bend when he was nearly bitten by a rattler, and he almost lost it on the slopes in Crested

Butte where they skied the winter before my birth. Paw wore it that night in Bandera,
when he and I celebrated my first and only buck with our first night out together the first
time we had ever taken a trip alone, and it rested on his chest while he lay dead in his
casket the night before his cremation. He wore a simple, Westem-themed suit, and I
thought he looked like a cowboy after a bath and a barber’s shave. His skin appeared
waxy, but his face had all of its familiar lines, and it was the same face that I
remembered, the same face I see when I close my eyes, only paler. The blood had gone
from him. His hair was white and nearly as thin as my father’s. His lips showed no
expression and his eyes rested softly, and both features were shaped like my Dad's and
mine and Justin’s. His hands rested on his stomach, and the freckles between his first
two knuckles were still there and prominent, exactly like mine and nearly like my
father's. 1 put my hand on his and it was cool. Standing there with my father and
brother, squinting to keep my tears to myself, I realized - not for the first time, but
absolutely, like when an alcoholic finally admits to himself that he is an alcoholic - that,
physically, I am my grandfather’s grandson, my father’s son, and my brother’s brother,
and that this was fleeting anyway because he was soon to be burned down to matter, but I
still didn’t have any answers, and I knew he wouldn’t be able to help me. Death is our
only universally unavoidable experience and we must all face it alone. Paw died a good
death; it was sudden and final, when he could still live a day and was still a man and
independent, unburdensome, and coherent. What I did have, memories of our times
together and optimism for future experiences with the rest of my family, I hoped I would
never lose.
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Leaving New Orleans on that hot July afternoon, we watched the sun set in front
of us, first pastel yellow, then orange, then red before the darkness engulfed us, and 1
knew that after the night, we’d be in Colorado.
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Chapter 2: Facing West
As we rose into the night on a slowly steepening grade towards the West, our
home continued to sink where we left it. In southeastern Louisiana, you don’t bury the
dead; they may lloat away. Surrounded by water with an average elevation of eight feet
below sea level, the New Orleans metro area is just a part in the sea waiting to be
reclaimed, and reclamation may strike suddenly. A well-placed, average-sized hurricane
would inundate what now is dry land, which is only dry because of the intricate system of
pumps and canals that stagnate between the opposite-bound lanes of our neighborhood
streets. And even without a strike w'ithin the next few decades - which is unlikely as
predisposed as we are - with the rise in sea levels apparent globally, like Venice’s, these
canals, which feed into Lake Pontchartrain - the brackish puddle that covers 630 square
miles over the entire northern portion of the 180 square mile city and opens into the Gulf
of Mexico on its eastern side - will gradually back up and rise, and the outskirt wetlands
that buffer New Orleans from open water will dissolve until breakers lap at our levees.
This is gradual reclamation, and, sparing something sudden first, is perhaps inevitable,
New Orleans has no solid geological foundation. It’s an island of compressed silt
compiled from hundreds of rivers and streams from 31 states that strengthen the
Mississippi on its veining course to the Gulf of Mexico, where levees throughout
southeastern Louisiana now pipe the soil-rich waters instead of letting them overflow
naturally, reinforcing the land. While the rest of the world’s dry land settles an average
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ol .4 tcct per ccntur>\ shifting southeastern Louisiana - already below the level of the sea
- sinks eight times faster; three feet every 100 years.
But what does that sinking mean to the modem New Orleanian who almost
absolutely won't live to see all of his three feet? Nothing, except some back-breaking
labor or expensive bills or sometimes both. Drive down any residential street where plots
of grass interrupt the city's concrete and you’ll notice gaping potholes, buckled
sidewalks, running cracks through the bricks, and cavernous gaps under houses where the
earth has sunk. Mounds of dirt must be hauled in from outside the city and shoveled,
whccl-barrowed. and dumped atop the soft ground or risk damaging your house’s
foundation. The dirt smells decayed and is sticky. It is moist and heavy and
concentrates, by the end of the day, in places you don’t want it to. My father has sweated
through this misery countless limes, often for other people, especially my grandfather
who demanded (expected. 1 should say; he never had to demand) Dad’s participation in
all projects of labor. Dad never failed to help, either. While his oldest brother was in
seclusion, his older brother in jail, and his younger brother in a bar, he was there building
a fence or wiring a garage or bush-hogging a lot. They worked, and then they relaxed
and usually grilled something over the mini-keg grille Paw made or had my dad make
years before. If Paw or Lyle - who never really worked too hard and started sipping in
the shade well before the work was done - bought the beer, it would be Coor’s Light, and
if Dad bought it, it would be Miller Light. It was usually Miller Light even though most
of the work done was at Paw’s request. Most ofthe work Paw could never do. He’d still
ti*y and Dad knew he would.
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My father stands at 5’9 and weighs 220 pounds. I am of similar height but give
up eighty pounds to him, which attests, yes, to too many beers but also to a lifetime of
“worker-man" labor. He is an expert electrician and made a living climbing Kreosotecovered poles that were insect-free because of the chemicals but left bare skin burning
and clothes reeking. His hands and arms are strong from use and freckled and dark like
his face because he was a lineman every day for fifteen years, and when we evacuated
ahead of hurricanes, he stayed. Luckily, a serious one hasn’t struck during his watch.
Now he literally watches Jefferson Parish, a suburb with a population comparable to its
city, from a control room that would look NASA-like to a kid who used to climb into his
cnomious work tnjck but is still impressive to me now. Dad maybe couldn’t handle a
major storm any more, not out on the streets. He's been inside too long and hasn’t been
reinforced by his daily work, and our intermittent family projects like bush-hogging lots,
constructing a steel warehouse, or filling dirt don't work him quite enough, even though
he works plenty hard.
Besides more than forty hours in Entergy's control room, he operates a successful
bush-hogging business where “bush-hog” is both the piece of machinery and the work,
for those who couldn’t find it in the dictionary. It’s a heavy metal platform armed with a
six-foot, spinning blade underneath used to cut long rows of grass and sometimes hidden
blocks of concrete or nail-lined boards or hornet’s nests. The bright John Deere tractor
that pulls the hog can out pace the stinging insects, “but you can’t out run 'em yourself,
not through that high grass. You better just drop the clutch and drive through 'em,” he
warned me before I drove it one morning over a broken, three-hour lot next to an
abandoned mall. The yard-high grass was wet from the night before and muddy and
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steaming. I never ran into hornets but was bit a time or two by horseflies, and red ants
whelped my left leg when 1 jumped into the brush to remove a black, coiled piece of
wire. After an hour, I began to see progress, and the tractor moving provided a breeze
down the long rows, and when I finished my last row and it was all flat. I saw my
finished work and was satisfied. I switched places and let Dad cut the more technical
lots.
Weeks before, I remember him telling me on the phone about the tractor because 1
was away at school when he bought it impulsively. I knew beforehand Paw was behind
it, because he was the impulsive one.
“Yeah, 1 went ahead and bought it,” he said a week later after asking me “Did I
tell you I bought a tractor?”
“With Paw?
“Yeah, half and half It’s a nice tractor and we got a trailer with it.
“What’s it for?
“Paw’s been talking about getting one for a while now. He wants to use it on his
land for moving hay—”
“For those raggedy horses?”
“Yeah, crazy huh, and those cows too, whatever their names are.”
“Useless as a cow with a name.
“Yeah, well, it’s what he likes to do, and 1 was thinking about getting one for a
while now anyway.” Maybe he was, maybe he wasn’t.
“For what?
“Bush-hogging lots. You can help and we’ll make some money.
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And wc did. At first, though, it was just my dad, and even though Paw said he
only wanted it for moving hay. he usually accompanied, watching mostly, and sometimes
Lyle would go with Paw and watch from their truck parked under a tree. The mall
parking area job we have takes seven hours, and Dad cut it by himself before Justin and I
were home for the summer. Sometimes Justin would drive in from Baton Rouge on the
weekends and ride with him over the river on the notoriously skinny Huey P. Long
Bridge to the Westbank and alternate lots with Justin all day until the job was done. The
drive would have been impossible to make routinely had Paw not bought a new truck
along with his half of the tractor. The black, four-door, Chevy Duramax diesel easily out
powered Dad’s aging white Ford F-150 that he finally sold after ten years of daily use
and road trips - its last to California and back, alone. Dad began driving Paw's truck
permanently after buying it from the estate soon after Paw was struck. It would be ideal
for a road trip, especially since diesel was cheaper than gas.
When we left for Colorado in it, the odometer read 32, 274 miles. We were all
comfortable as Dad drove on 1-10 west out of Kenner and through the swamp and then
marsh that spreads in all directions: across to your right is the choppy lake, and to your
left across the yellow marsh, glowing orange along the horizon, are the Mississippi River
refineries that build our bridges into maligned air. Coming home through these western
outskirts at night, the glowing towers hide the stars on the right around a bend when the
swamp clears, and 1 can remember seeing them at a very young age and being amazed by
the one tower that shoots a towering flame into the darkness. It means you’re almost
home or, in the present case, going away, over the marshy area and onto St. John the
Baptist Parish before rising above an extended swamp past the city of La Place, which
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means ‘‘the place" in French and would hardly be so, for us it least, if the Halfway House
bar wasn't there. When it wasn’t our reason to go to La Place, it was alw'ays our last
stop there, and w^c stopped there once wdien I was too young to drink but hungry. Dad
lured me with crawfish too big for bait.
“Lxcusc me...excuse me, sir.” The bartender was thin and tall. Looking at his
wrinkled face, his white hair wasn’t needed to give away his age. And it took a shout to
finally get him to turn around, slowly.
‘‘Do y'all sen e crawfish yet?” Dad asked. It was still early in the season.
sometime in March 1 think.
‘‘Yep,” he replied with the slightest of nods. He continued staring at us, lighting a
long white cigarette.
“Did you boil some today?”
“Yep.” Still he just stared at us, smoking.
“Are they still hot? Ready to eat?
The old man exhaled while nodding his head.
“Sounds good,” dad said. The old man continued to nod. “Well can 1 get some
please?”
“Yep.” He said it again, this time with another nod but continued to look at my
father and concentrate on his cigarette.
“Okay,” dad said after a few seconds,“who would 1 have to talk to to arrange
that?”
“That would be me,” the old man replied.
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It took a while but they were big and red when they eame out on a cardboard
carton. I ate them until my lips were numb and Coke only burned them worse while Paw
and Dad drank Miller Light bottles and joked about the old man bartender who didn’t
catch on until Dad finally changed his sentences from interrogative to imperative and
said. “1 want you to get me five pounds of boiled crawfish right now, please. And a Coke
and two Miller Lights.” Except for a few crawfish Paw and Dad picked through, I ate
them all. They ordered more beers until we were all finished and left. Dad driving of
course.
I was probably twelve then and a decade had passed and Dad was still driving
through La Place, into the night. I didn’t want to drive the first night of the trip, and he
had a plan for when Justin was driving - in the morning, during the day, after a good
night of sleep in the truck. We weren’t stopping the first night, and Justin can sleep
anywhere, anytime if he really wants to and would be well rested come daylight, which
seemed to be when Dad trusted him to drive. I argued the decision with selfish motives; I
was tired from packing since early and I wanted to be awake during the daylight, screw
driving at night. Once you’re out of the glowing swamps, the landscape darkens and
dulls and you might as well be driving in a tunnel. Even during the day the landscape is a
monotonous reel of tired hardwoods lined close to the road and some grassy fields. Then,
except for the maze-like expanse of the Atchafalaya Basin, the swampy estuary between
Baton Rouge and Lafayette that beckons the tamed Mississippi, the scenery remains the
same through central and northern Louisiana and into eastern Texas.
Why doesn’t Justin drive us through Dallas and get us going to Amarillo, and
then I’ll drive in the morning as long as you need me to.
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“Because I want you to drive/' Dad said as we were an hour on the road, passing
through the lights of Baton Rouge,
“(^h, you wani me to. Ok, why do you wanf me to.”
“Beeause I do."
"What's wrong with Justin driving at night? Don't trust him to stay awake?” I
asked, ealling the reason to attention. Justin heard his name and leaned between the seats
into the front.
”I know he can get some good sleep in the back and be ready to drive in the
morning.”
“So you don't trust him, okay. Justin - you can't drive at night, right Dad.
“Whatever,” Justin replied. I could tell he was waiting for Dad’s answer.
”It is a big truck and Dallas is fucked up and confusing. You gotta bypass the city
and change interstates and all. I want you to get through it, Jordan.”
'‘Ok, since Justin can’t—
"Yeah, that's right, 'cause I’m a fucking doodle-bubble,” Justin said with the
conflicting adjective to show that he wasn’t a little kid, that Dad sometimes called
“doodle-bubbles” when he wants to stress their youthful inexperience. We used to be
doodle-bubbles and my sister Jenna, now thirteen years old, gradually graduated from
doodle-bubbledom a few years before. We all laughed, and I knew Justin would end up
driving and that I had to write down the word “doodle-bubble.”
Dad drove on through Atchafalaya Basin where you see the last of Louisiana’s
state tree, the bald cypress, some thriving mossy, alone in standing water like hairs spared
amongst the logged stubble and pilot channel slashes of the ever-shrinking estuary. Soon
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after we entered the inky monotony of 1-49, Louisiana’s youngest interstate, north from
Lafayette, through Alexandria, and to Shreveport and 1-20 west. Somewhere along the
way, well before we could all see each other in the lights of Alexandria, sitting
comfortably in the dimness of the front seat, 1 was thinking about being a doodle-bubble
and about Jenna and how she was too smart and grown now but was still our little girl
and how 1 was her age when our parents divorced, and I matured past her already over a
few tearful nights . ..
The streetli^^ht must be barely illuminating my silhouette, sitting there on that
dark earner in the baekseat alone. My warm-up suit is still wet with sweat, heavy'and
eold on mv shoulders and knees. The car's blue leather interior suits my mood. I knew I
would be in here alone when we arrived home and Dad's truck was in the driveway'
where it used to be. Mv mom misses the driveway and parks on the side of the house,
giving him a line ofescape. She grabs my kneefrom thefront seat and asks me to wait
here.
"You 're old enough to know yourfather and I are having some problems. ”
“ Yeah, so does everyone at the game."Earlier at my basketball game they got
into it, a growling row during a momentan'pause in the action, maybefor a ball out of
bounds. It ended with my dad storming out.
"Sony .. . I'm so sony. I love you,"she said.
1 remain silent like my own blue leather world. I imagine her storming up to the
front door and entering wildiv. / know he 'll he ready because the lights are on in the
house, but the backseat scene remains a dark one. I barely dare to open my eyes as
thoughts and images flash through the dark: I see the game, a girl, my dogs barking at
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parents, schoo/work, but eveiything is fleeting. I've nothing to grasp. Outside
it s grey and raining, and the massive live oak in our yard slouches heavw Its branches
droop and its leaves fall on the windshield. It seems to be sinking under its own weight
and puddles grow around it and in my yard. I'm afraid ofit and the darkness it brings,
and now I know there's no permanentfoundations, anywhere. Even'thing is gets wet, and
Ijust sit there alone, a mixture ofemotions: embarrassment, sadness, loneliness . . .fear.
anger, rage, hate!- teeth clenched, knuckles white, muscles and bones tensed and hard
as a rock! Why fucking me? Why this shit? Fuck this!!
Then I realize I.sound like my parents, and I'm not ready. The tightness in my
chest and jaw andfist dissolves in weakness and sadness, which begins to well deep;
tears pool in my eyes, brimming. Who am I kidding? My lower eyelidsfail, and I'm
hysterically sad, dark in the car, alone ciying. My sadness is audible, and. in the
rearview mirror, darkly visible. I like to hear and watch myselfciy - it allows me to
reallyfeel sorryfor myself, which is a pathetic treatment but not a cure. My wet,
wrinkledface is the last thing I remember seeing before falling asleep alone.
It was a harder time for everyone involved, and I was changed the most after I
stopped feeling sorry for myself. Accepting the inevitable and the final is difficult for
everyone, especially kids who are so enthralled with the present and relish entertainment
like oxygen and usually haven’t understood permanent change. A child doesn’t see life
yet as a linear sequence of compounding events. First it’s Halloween, then Thanksgiving,
and then Christmas, and then it’s Halloween again, and they’re safe from all the monsters
and skeletons because their parents are there and skeletons aren’t real, anyway. And they
aren’t, at least not in the reanimated sense. They are real in the that's-what-you-turn-
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into-whcn-you-die sense, but children are sheltered from that dark reality, mostly. If they
have experienced a death, “Grandma went to a better place, up in the clouds, and she’s
looking down on you all the time,” and the routine resumes, and as Peter Matthiessen
describes during a mountain meditation in The Snow Leopard, “surely this is the paradise
of children, that they are at rest in the present.” But the only paradise is a paradise lost.
Sentience replaces innocence but at different times and tempos for each individual, and
once we become more outwardly cognizant and self-aware, we never want to return our
sentience. It becomes who we are.
I’m just glad Jenna is easing into adulthood. She’s looks like me the most, only
ten years ago and with long blond hair. She smiles a lot, and Dad can’t resist her. Often
at Dad’s, Justin and I usually have to manufacture our own food, but for Jenna, Dad
always cooks what ever she wants from the grocery. When she’s there, she sees bright
colors and candy, ice cream and magazines with colorful pictures of beautiful people. I
did once but it feels far and now I notice the bum checking her out from the next aisle
over. I know Dad notices him too when he moves Jenna in front of him and out of view.
The bum has to be in his late thirties. He has a dirty beard and wears jeans and an illfitting black jacket in the summer in New Orleans. We talked about him on the road past
Alexandria.
“Yeah, I saw him looking at her in the store. Fucking bum walked out behind us
and grabbed a short from where they put out their cigarettes in front of the store, and he
lit it up and wouldn’t dare look at me anymore. The mother fucker, if he would have
made eye contact, that was it. I was goin’ over there. He wasn’t shoppin’; he was
lookin.’”
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Yeah. I saw it too, I said, “and Jenna didn’t even know.”
Yeah, she said why daddy?’ when I told her to get by me.”
“I saw

you. I was by the magazines watching him watching y'all. I had you

covered, and that was the truth. 1 followed him outside and had my fists clenched.
“Just the thought of that takes my breath, makes my blood boil,” Justin added.
We were all quiet thinking about the situation and Jenna and how she was coming
on the trip but then wasn’t, but we didn’t talk about it. We didn’t need to get into it yet.
We d save that for later, after a few drinks around the campflre.
The night remained and the diesel hummed soft and steady with Dad still driving,
and my eyelids got heavier, and 1 fell easily asleep. Usually I can’t sleep on a serious
road trip: not because of the excitement - that wouldn’t strike until the scenery changed
for good - but because of a phobia. I find “letting go” impossible in a car on the
interstate when I’m not driving, because I don’t trust anyone else. Unless I’m watching,
every tap of the break is a precursor to a collision and even the slightest of swerves are
tree-smashing losses of control. My dad is the only exception. He can drive because
when he’s driving, he’s always driving - his hands with solid grips on the steering wheel
and his eyes and attention locked on the road. He’s slow and steady and deliberate, not
on time but ahead of schedule because he starts early and works with patience through his
preparations, departure, and arrival, whereas Justin and I rely on haste, lose focus, and
leave little room for error, which is especially true for Justin, who we once had to pull
over and replace a year before because he almost veered into his third side rail on the way
home from Paw’s land in Mississippi. He was young but old enough, and he was mad
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but not mad enough to stay awake as I drove through New Orleans East and the rest of
the way home.
If I would have awoken when Justin started driving somewhere near Shreveport, I
would have had trouble sleeping into Dallas as I did. I didn’t miss anything along that
stretch of 1-20 anyway. I saw it the summer before, heading to California, and I never
needed to see it again. Justin never saw it before, though. He was sleeping last summer
when we drove through but driving now and missed his exit.
“What are you doing, that was your exit!” Dad said.
“No it wasn't!” Justin's response woke me up.
“Man, fuck. Yes it was,635 North. You missed it.
“You didn’t tell me 635, you said 235 and that’s what I was thinking when I saw
635.”
“Well don't worry about it. We can go through the city. There won’t be traffic
this late.”
“Yeah, I want to check it out,” I added from the back.
The Dallas / Fort Worth megalopolis is the definition of sprawl. It is concrete
everywhere and bright signs for passing exits, chain restaurants, malls, small office
buildings, car dealerships, and it all repeats and changes very little so that even if you
were familiar with the area, you wouldn’t know where you were in relation to downtown
Dallas if you just woke up and looked out the window. Dad said it was straight ahead,
but we couldn’t see it already miles deep into “The Metroplex,” the combination of
Dallas and Ft. Worth and the ripples of development around them and in the thirty miles
between them. It covers 12,000 square miles and contains more than five million people
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and probably dose to as many cars. In traffic it would take hours to pass through, and it
took us twenty minutes to see the skyline once we started looking and more than thirty
minutes to reach downtown Dallas. The skyscrapers were massive and everywhere. The
highway parted through them. The tallest building was of black glass outlined in neon
green lights, and another building had white dotted “Xs” on it and reflected the tallest
building's green glow. 1 couldn’t help but think how new and massive it all was and
evci*y day through it flowed people and goods and money and it was alive and beating.
The buildings reached higher and sank none. The concrete advanced and more roads
emerged and branched throughout, increasing the flow. It wasn’t very beautiful but
functional and immense and impressive in that sense. New Orleans was beautiful but
poor and frail in comparison.
After downtown 1 lost interest. We worked our way north through Denton and
over to Texas highway 287 towards Wichita Falls and Amarillo. Again the cab of the
truck darkened, and Justin continued driving into the dark nothingness that is north
Texas. The truck still hummed and I dozed without falling too deeply asleep, and then
the sky behind us began lightening and purple clouds silhouetted against the now lavender backdrop. Justin pulled over at a small rest area past Wichita Falls, and we all
used the bathroom. I let Bel out to piss. She went right away without going far and
losing sight of me. Dad and Justin let her out earlier when they dieseled up and Justin
began driving, and she knew that going back into her kennel meant another long ride
alone, and she had never been alone before the trip. She was eighteen months young and
eighteen months the constant companion of Kit, the eight-year-old black Labrador bitch
Dad bought for us after the divorce. She eventually lived in Kenner on Paw’s utility land
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- complete with a four-stall bam and a three-garage metal rental building. There a horse
kicked her, and she has a metal plate in her shoulder. When she was still young, a black
and tan mutt forced Paw to have her cleaned out and spayed. She was hit by a car later
and has been dragging her right hind leg in my dad’s backyard ever since.
Kit's resilience inspired Paw to get a Labrador. He had always had dogs: first
Cjcrman then Australian shepherds and then Catahoulas, but never a Lab, and it was a
damn shame Kit was fixed, ‘cause Paw would sure like to have the pick of her litter.
“I'd give it to you, all you've done for that dog,” my Dad answered, knowing but
not yet realizing it would be Paw's last and the last of many. “I was actually thinking
about getting another pup, a male this time,” Dad continued. Maybe he was, maybe he
wasn't.
“A male?" Paw asked.
A male, an alpha, was what Dad wanted. Justin and I wanted the same. Paw
suggested a female to breed, and, in the end. Dad let Jenna pick it out and she picked
Isabel the runt over two other males and females. Bel spent all of the next year and a half
with Kit, except during this summer when I took her on her own. I’d let her in the back
of my truck and drive her around, swerving when she propped on the sides to throw her
back into the middle. We’d stop wherever - Paw’s land, a park, a friend’s house - and
I’d let her out but keep her close. She learned about staying when 1 wanted her to stay,
getting when I wanted her to get, and coming when I wanted her to come, which is all a
dog must know. Without Kit, Bel looked to me for guidance, which is why I knew when
1 dropped the tailgate, slapped it, and said, “Get up,” that she would run over to the side
of the truck and look at the door I used. She did. I called her back and this time lifted her
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and pushed her into her kennel. She still loved me, and vve started again as the sun broke
the horizon in the rear\ iew mirror and was orange.
From my peripheries first and then in front of me the sky whitened into a foggy.
early morning haze. Along rolling dips in the road, the fog was thick enough to be
dangerous, and I squinted for taillights ahead. The going wasn’t too bad, though. There
weren’t many other cars on the road, and as the fog slowly dissipated, it seemed
refreshingly white like a clean shower mist in the morning. The landscape was still dull
and t1at, but the great southern pine forest was behind us and the horizon stretched further
away, and, while they slept, 1 thought about the mountains and that there’s always
another morning and with each a chance to make things better and experience more, and 1
started feeling the excitement high in my chest. Sometimes the anticipation is the very
best part. The experience may be intense and memorable, but the feeling is usually lost
in the fleeting moment and all really great times are short, happy clips. Having
something to anticipate is what we all want, and expectations are sometimes satisfied but
don’t usually surprise us with lagniappe, extra bonuses we didn’t necessarily foresee or
pay for.
This trip of ours had a strict route into Colorado. From Kenner we’re to take 1-10
west to 1-49 north to 1-20 west and then up around Dallas and onto 287. 287 runs
southeast to northwest on four lanes straight through large municipalities, like Wichita
Falls, and comes to dead stops in small one-light towns, like Vernon and Memphis. 1 like
the smaller towns with their local eateries, gas stations, fai*m equipment suppliers, and
auto repair shops all spaced around a main intersection or two. Maybe they have a bank
or a supermarket or a fast food chain. They always have a cop, even if you don’t see him.
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Between the towns grow scrub brush and. with an increasing frequency, agricultural
products

cornfields mostly. The sun, now higher in the sky, began glinting off the

yellow tops of the stalks, and my passengers both slept while 1 drove, thinking.
This was the beginning of the first day of our trip, when the sights would always
change and wouldn't repeat until we reached this point on the way back after driving
through New' Mexico and then Colorado and then looping back through New Mexico a
different way, changing elevations, temperatures, attitudes, and views throughout. For
over 1,000 miles, we had been slowdy rising from marsh to swamp to forest to wide open
prairie and all the while the land dried and hardened and began buckling and now along
the horizon stood individual rocky fonuations. They were just beyond our next stop.
“Up the road in Clayton,” Dad explained, “I’ll take y’all to a place your Paw and I
used to go - went to a few times.”
“Where?”
The Eklund.
“What about it?
“It’s cool, man. It’s got a bunch of cool cowboy shit on the walls of the saloon.
The ceilings are hammered metal. It’s nice. We can get something to eat on and some
cold pops. Really get this trip started.
“I’m ready.
Me too.”
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Chapter 3: Together
It was hot. The high sky was invisible behind the squinting glare of the sun, and
parallel rows of buildings were dark blinders to the horizons that were there. The only
thing that was everywhere was the bright heat, some cars, yes, then some people and then
business signs came into focus as I adjusted from the cool darkness of the truck. Parked
in front of us along the street, a worn pickup with a wooden cage rigged around its bed
and a new black Lincoln glinted rays of sun from different parts of their bodies. The
pickup was empty but the Lincoln produced an old couple. She waited on the sidewalk
lor him. He hiked around and she took his arm, and they led each other around the comer
and out of sight.
“Where are we going?” I asked.
Around that same comer,” Dad said.
High noon, three abreast, we moved down the dusty street and across to the other
side. Each of us had our own anticipations, our own idea of what it would be like. The
oldest had already been there before, with his father, and now he was leading his two
sons. As we made the comer, in the shade on the sidewalk under the awning, we just
caught the door to our destination closing. I stepped out into the street alone, looked
ahead, and saw the red sign with white letters,“EKLUND.
That's it right up there.” I said.
“1 know.”
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riic Hklund Hotel and Saloon was built in the Old West’s late twilight, in 1892. It
stands firmly alone, three stories of tawny quarried stone on Main Street, Clayton, New
Mexico. The building's namesake, Carl Eklund - an immigrant Swede - it is said, won
the establishment in a game of poker with a borrowed $10. The Eklund grew to become
the first hotel to get electricity, public telephones, and a switchboard. It was the most
popular and prosperous saloon and hotel in the area and helped attract travelers and
migrants and cowboys to Clayton, a throbbing plains outpost dozens of horizons past the
Mississippi depths and just a few from the Rocky heights.
Clayton lives off the land around it after being bom of the railroad and officially
established in 1888. Its existence, however, predates. Before the steam engine brought
permanent residents, wagons of the Cimarron Cuttoff of the famous Santa Fe Trail to the
West pulled through. Wheel ruts from those stmggling wagons can still be seen,
disappearing into the sunset, some of them stopping suddenly and forever. In the 1500s,
Coronado searched the area hoping to find the Seven Cities of Gold and didn’t, and
pioneers searched for different things but often stumbled upon the unexpected. This area
of northeast New Mexico was known for its watering holes and its vicious Indian attacks.
Mountains outside the town that look like rabbit ears, those we couldn’t just see driving
in, are the sight of one of the bloodiest Comanche slaughterings in early Western history.
Clayton remains dead like all its ghosts. It’s the geography. Isolated in the high
plains, its 5,050 foot elevation easily doubles its figure for population, 2,254, and
population has been falling. During Dad and Paw’s days there, at the Eklund, in the
saloon, hotel operations were suspended and the locals could barely keep the rest of the
aging establishment alive. Ownership changed and changed until the late 1990s when
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in\ cstors planned extensive renovations, a rebirth that included a reopening of the hotel.
After more than 100 years of existence and changing appearances and purposes, “The
Hklund Hotel, Dining Room and Saloon welcomes you to come and experience the fully
restored ‘Bit of the Old West.'” It, according to Dad, wasn’t the same.
Nothing, though, is ever the same, but if you look right and focus you should
usually notice what is different before you get there. The old folks we followed there, the
ones who came just before us, were obviously tourists and opposite of what we intended
to be. Wc failed, however, in the heat of the day, in the brightness of the sun, already
thinking of our destination, to realize who we followed. We failed to notice the mini
vans and luxuiy sedans parked no where else but a short walk from the Eklund. Maybe
we did notice but didn’t want to stop. Everyone else is there; we should go. When we
flowed in, no one in the long line turned to look at us. It seemed like a large home on the
inside. Into a high ceiling rose the stairway in front, and immediately to the right was a
sitting area with two chairs and a couch around a low table covered with brochures. The
two hostesses next to the stairs were dressed the same and smiled the same.
“Welcome to the Eklund, Sir.
We’d just like to go to the saloon.” Dad said, aside the line of customers.
“Will you be dining with us today?
“Well, no. Where’s the bar area?”
Please get in line, sir, and you will be directed. How many in your party?”
“We just want to go into the bar.
“Ok, sir, well, wait in line please.
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He turned around with his eyebrows squinched and a “fuck you” look on his face
but not a mean “fuck you." a nice one that can also mean “whatever” or “I don't think
so' or “yeah, okay.” There are other occasions for a nice “fuck you,” sometimes even
when you say it directly to someone like when your friends are joking with you about a
questionable girl you slept with or when you greet an old running mate for the first time
in a long time. Sometimes that old buddy smiles back and says, “Fuck you too! It’s good
to sec ‘ya,” and you have some drinks and catch up, but other times something is wrong.
Your old friend is there but not really there. He’s the same on the outside, a bit
weathered, but the inside is different and the attitude is different, and, most importantly.
{\\Qfeel of him is different, and you realize the old friend is gone and you want to leave.
“Y’all seen enough?” Dad asked after we sat in line for a minute. The hostesses
talked together and the line remained.
“Yeah, fuck this.” We had no time for such a place.
“Come on, let’s go.”
We climbed back into the still-cool truck. Dad driving now, and turned onto Hwy
64, which before Clayton was 87, and continued northwest. Just outside along the road
there was a grove of trees and a small, shady picnic area with wooden tables next to a
cornfield. We stopped and got out. 1 let Bel out, and Dad and Justin retrieved gallon
sized Ziplocs ofjerky and some beers from the long white ice chest and brought it to a
table. We sat, opened our Miller Lites, ate, and watched Bel sniff and piss, sniff and piss.
I took a deep breath. Nobody said it, but we all knew Paw would've done the same.
“1 hate that tourist-trap bullshit,” 1 said, exhaling.
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“‘Did you hear the hostess? All I wanted was a beer at the bar, to check it out.
Why do I have to wait in line behind a family and some old flickheads?”
“I'd rather do it this way anyway,” I said. Justin agreed.
“Well, we're about to start getting into it, boys,” Dad said later after opening
another beer. “We're about to get into some hills and then mountains close to Raton.
“How far is that?” Justin asked.
“Just up the road, an hour, hour and a half But the scenery is nice on the way.
You should stay awake and check it out.

I laughed, and Bel was sitting next to me.

nudging with her nose.
“Whatever, 1 drove all night,” Justin said.
“1 know ‘ya did. I'm just messing with 'ya. You did a good job through that
construction.”
“What construction,” I asked.
“You were asleep.
“Oh.
We ate and drank more and relaxed in the breeze. All around and in every
direction the cornfields hissed in the wind, and if it wasn’t for the road and some random
fences, it would all be just one big cornfield. The stalks were a healthy green, which
contrasted with the brown earth and the dry landscape. With the help of irrigation,
though, the stalks were verdant and on their way to becoming full-grown. By winter
they’d be stripped and used and would look like a straw mat on the ground. 1 called Bel
over by the field and, looking at her forcefully and extending my flattened palm, made
her sit and stay in front. She understood. Like the stalks, she sat full of youth and energy
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but not much strength or size yet. In the sun, her coat was golden like the wisps atop the
cornstalks, and 1 took her picture sitting there, but she wasn’t looking. I took another
when she was, and Dad and Justin were already in the truck, ready to go. This time Bel
listened and jumped into her kennel, and I felt worse than the last time, even though this
time 1 didn’t have to force her.
1 was in the passenger seat and Justin was stretched but awake in the back, and we
drove into the broad rolls and curves of the plains grasslands. The landscape was light
brown and green, and open fields dominated. For hundreds of miles the plains grasslands
ripple with a slow, numbing frequency towards the front ranges of the Rocky Mountains.
Much of the natural prairie and the flora and the fauna, however, have been changed with
extensive croplands and livestock grazing. Natural grasses have been replaced with crops
and overcome by introduced species. 1 thought about what 1 read about the region and
could see where and how grey wolves and Indians hunted herds of bison and pronghorn
amongst patches of forest and along the hills and dales. But the grey wolves were hunted
here to extinction, and the Indians are herded like the cattle that have replaced the
buffalo. The pronghorn, however,''will definitely be there,” Dad said, miles before I
spotted one.
“How do you know?
There always there this time.
“Why?
“Cause they’re not being hunted. That’s when you don’t see them.”
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The iurthcr we traveled toward Colorado, the more natural the landscape became.
The agricultural and grazing fields remained in Clayton’s grasp. Amarillo’s industry was
a distant memory for us that they couldn’t live without, but we were distancing at a mile a
minute. Soon the apportioned fields gave way to bigger hills, and irregularly shaped
meadows of grass opened between an interconnected web of a pinon, ponderosa pine, and
juniper forest that blanked the sides and tops of the rising hills. The country was
beautiful and new to my eyes, but Dad’s eyes, his good one mostly, weren’t lost in our
peripheries. He was looking ahead down the road and along the side of the road, at the
powerlines. His eyes followed the long black lines from pole to pole, and when they
reached a pole with a bunch of shit on it, he’d turn his head and squint while focusing.
“Their framing, look at it. Hmph. Look at the way they support the cross arm.”
“What?”
“The powerlines.
“Oh.
He’d go on to explaining the system in depth, and I’d try to stay with him. This
often happened when we went somewhere new or Just away from home, and sometimes 1
would understand the explanation and sometimes I wouldn’t. Sometimes I couldn’t pay
attention like now, and I lost his voice into the drone of the diesel engine and the scenery.
As we wove through the growing foothills, the views were so long that you could look
away for a long while, ten or fifteen minutes, and still have the same basic scene. When 1
looked away, it wasn’t to examine the electrical workings, but it was similar. I looked
away to write what I saw. I recorded green open fields separated by broken forests and
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tree lines where small streams cut down from the hills. A herd of antelope, at least thirty,
were on the right in a field near brushy cover. They were yellow, camouflaged into the
grass, but given away by their bright white rumps that looked like cotton plants and a
small field of them when they grazed together and in the distance. The sun was bright on
the tin roof of a small white shack next to a small white house. A tree line behind it
provided broken shade, and past the trees was an open field with maybe eight horses.
They were robust and grazed in the field that passed a barbed wire fence and continued
up the side of a mountainous hill and disappeared into a tree line. We continued past this
huge hill and 1 eventually looked back up and over to my right and flinched.
Volcano!
“Is that a volcano!?” 1 pointed to the right. It was there, directly in front of our
eyes.
“Damn, where did that come from? Looks like one,” Dad said.
“Didn’t you see it?”
“Nah, I was checking out other stuff.” So was I, and Justin was reading Robert
Frost.
The conical formation was immense. It occupied the sky to the top of the truck s
windows so that 1 had to duck and look up to view all of it. The landscape surrounding it
flowed down steeply, covered with trees before grassy fields where you could see huge
wrinkles in the earth made when the volcano was active over 50,000 years before. It was
there the last time Paw and Dad drove through, to say the least.
“Haven’t you ever noticed it before?
“I don’t think so. We usually come through here at night.
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Was it ever really there then, in the dark? Pen in hand, I was tempted to write
such, but only for a blink. When my eyes refocused, I knew it was there, for if I didn’t,
then 1 knew nothing. It was always there, at least from our perspective, and always
would be. Night just made it invisible for a while, and I began thinking of this
phenoFuenon but couldn’t disregard how, while writing, I almost missed the volcano now
directly to my right. 1 didn’t almost miss it, but if it were a snake it would have bitten
me.
Looking now, I saw a large white cloud blowing across the blue sky with its vast
shadow racing across the ground - easily over individual trees, whole forests, tree-lined
streams, and broad fields - trying to catch up. The cloud still outpaced it, and when the
shadow l eached the volcano, the entire darkened outline of the cloud rested on the
volcano's side and raced skyward, angling upward toward its maker, but the two never
met. They were never going to. The cloud was higher than the volcano, and the shadow
only came much closer before falling again, down the opposite side and out over the
plain. The scale of the interaction completely readjusted my perspective, and I
remembered about mountains and not being able to trust your sight.
The volcano was called Capulin, I later learned, and twenty-five miles past
Capulin, Hwy. 64 intersects with 1-25, which parallels the eastern ranges of the Rockies
for more than 1,000 miles from Las Cruces, New Mexico to Buffalo, Wyoming. We
turned north toward Raton, and the sky began to darken. I drove through dawn and
hadn’t napped since. The day was already long, and it seemed like dusk should be
coming, but it was only 3:00 p.m. As we approached Raton Pass, cars flowing in the
opposite direction were wet and used headlights. They were coming from Colorado.
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Wc stopped atop Raton Pass to get more beer and to piss. I read the “Challenge
ol the Pass historieal marker and took some pictures. From the roadside there vve were
surrounded by I'omiations and couldn’t see into the distance in any direction. Some
retiree bikers pulled behind us in gaudy, land-yacht cruisers and began putting on their
rain gear. 1 looked again at the darkening sky and climbed back into the truck, and we
began down the north side of the pass and into Colorado. We curved right on a hillside
and stretched in front of us from right to left was a view of the extended plains. They
squished into foothills that climbed into a spine of dark rock that sliced north-south with
no apparent beginning or end, the Sangre de Cristo - the Blood of Christ - Mountains.
Directly in front were the Spanish Peaks, two massifs each over 12,500 feet tall. 1
couldn’t sit too still watching them sit there. They contained a part of San Isabel National
forest with a campsite not too far from Cucharas Pass. We knew we were camping
somewhere tonight, but were still unsure where.
“What's wrong with up in there?” I asked.
“Nothing, but we have to go to Wal-Mart first and get some shit, remember.’
1 remembered. I remembered the conversation. Before we left we talked about
the trip whenever we weren’t talking about something else and especially when we met at
the bar room. Dad liked to tell other people, too, especially women,and one night at the
Triangle, a gal he was buying drinks asked some questions.
“Yep,just me and my boys and my dog going,” he said, handing her and me a
beer.
How y’all gettin there?” she asked, smiling.
“Driving.
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“All the way?"
“Uhhh, yea."
“Well where are y'all staying?"
“In the woods. We're camping, remember. I’ve got a tent and sleeping bags and
some cots."
“Oooh, I'd like to go."
“1 bet you would.'’
“Oh, shutup. But where are you camping?
“On the mountain."
“What are you gonna eat?"
“Don't know yet. Whatever we grill." He was telling the truth, too. We knew we
were crossing into Colorado at Raton Pass, and we knew we would enter the San Juan
Mountains from the north after passing through Gunnison on Hwy. 50, but that’s all we
knew.
“Well, what are you going to do right when you get there?" The woman asked
too many questions and wouldn’t be satisfied with our nonchalance. She wanted answers
and a plan and scowled when we didn’t have any. She smiled when he bought her
another beer but wanted an itinerary, some security, an ultimate answer, and all we
wanted was for her to shut up until it was time to leave. We wanted to talk about the trip,
about what we would do and not necessarily how or where we’d do it.
“Don’t know," he answered again.
“I don’t care what we do; 1 just can’t wait to see the mountains." 1 tweaked the
subject before she started writing her book.
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“Yeah, me too," Justin agreed.
I want to get up in the mountains, set up camp, light a fire, hike in the woods.
Shit like that,' I continued. “We can cook some meat and get drunk. Hike again in the
morning, hish maybe. I can't wait." Again Justin agreed with nods. “I’m serious. I
want to rough it. You've done that before, huh?”
“bucking right I’ve done it before. Plenty of times,” Dad answered.
“I want to pack it into the woods, get away from the truck to camp. The truck will
be like base camp. We can backpack everything we need.”
“Yeah, we can do that," Dad said, nodding too, “but there’s a condition.”
“What?” Everyone else wanted to know.
“We have to be able to caiTy that big white ice chest wherever we go.” We all
laughed and knew it was probably true. The ice chest was vital, not only for our tasty
beverages but for our food too. Unloading and setting up camp and hiking and playing
with the dog made us hungry, and we would always eat well, especially when a grill was
involved. We decided to buy meat - steaks, pork chops, pork ribs, whatever - every day
before settling down to camp and needed the ice chest to keep the meat fresh and keep
the bears away after that. We definitely needed the beer cold and definitely needed the
ice chest, we decided. There was no question, so hiking deep into the woods was a “we’ll
see” sort of option. But we could eat and then hike into the woods to relax, drink, and
sleep. We could bring the mini ice chest for beer and a bottle of wine. You like wine,
don’t you?
“Yea, that’s right,” Dad said.
“So we’ll do it then. 1 want to.
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“Wc'll see."
“Does we'll see mean “No" in this situation?"
“We'll see."

We'd see but 1 was already seeing that we wouldn't be camping where we
couldn t see the truck. At least, we wouldn’t plan on it indefinitely without testing our
equipment first. The truck was in excellent shape, young and strong, trained for the
mountains pulling a tractor over steep bridges and back again. All of its parts were intact
and working, and protective care was given it. Mostly it was new and hadn’t yet
accumulated what all vessels eventually accumulate, which are just small fissures and
wearings when they first appear but inflame with use and worsen with time until the
machine can no longer operate fully and normally. The process is averted with personal
care, but who really has the time? Dad’s old white truck ran well for over a decade
because he took care of it all the time, but it fell into disrepair as of late because he
maintained it in spurts only. We couldn’t have made the trip in it, at least not the trip we
wanted. We didn’t have to check the equipment. It was already damaged.
We knew this, but over Raton Pass we had yet to plan our night’s destination. We
liked the idea of camping around the Spanish Peaks, which now were to our left, two bald
cumbres shining in the sun. Their exposed tops were dark khaki colored and green claws
of evergreen forests grasped upward but not all the way. All their lines were natural
lines, and 1 began learning their geography in relationship to themselves and the other
less conspicuous formations around them and in the distance. I thought I knew them well
after a while and could still see them when I closed my eyes but knew they wouldn’t be
the same if we got there. You can’t trust your own eyes in the mountains. I’ve learned
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from experience. What looks like a sure deal now isn’t when you finally get wherever
you ve looked toward, and it’s only then when you realize that nothing really changed. It
was always that way, but it's different to your new perspective.
The right edge of the range next to the Spanish range was only darkly visible
behind an enormous thunderstorm moving away, east off its side and onto the hills. The
bands of rain trailed the low clouds like the tentacles of a jellyfish, and gnarled cords of
lightning stung silently onto the coming plain. There were other rain systems, too,
helping to darken the afternoon, but this one was as large as a mountain and heading
towards our path.
“Man, fuck. No rain the whole way until we want to stop,” Dad said. To stay in
the Spanish Peaks area, we would have to get supplies in Walsenburg, fifty miles up 1-25,
and then leave out on Hwy. 160 into La Veta and down to Cuchara Pass. It was a plan,
we decided, but we reached Walsenburg with the rain.
“We can’t stop. All our shit will get wet.”
“Well what do you want to do? ” 1 asked.
“Let’s Just keep driving.”
“And then what?”
“There’s campsites further north. It's only 4:00. Relax, we ve got time. We 11 get
what we need in Pueblo.”
“Well I need to take a piss,” Justin said, poking in from the back.
“Well you might have to wait.”
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We drove through the gray splashing concrete of Walsenburg without braking and
left the Spanish Peaks behind a ghostly shroud of rain. My left was all mountain again
and my right was all plain. Long ridges within the Sangre de Cristo Mountains within the
Rocky Mountains still paralleled our path north, and a sheet of pasture was on the right.
The rain continued, and 1 felt it in my stomach. “We don’t know where we’re going”
was there too, and the storms passing through the distant mountains made it worse still.
But there are some things you can’t avoid, no matter if you are ready to face them or not.
“How many miles up is Pueblo. I know it’s not far,” Dad asked. “We only came
this way a couple times and I don't remember.”
“I don’t know.”
'"Look in the map.”
“It's a little over forty about, I guess.”
“What’s wrong with you? You melancholy?” “Melancholy” was an old joke
between us and between Uncle Lyle and us. Paw died, and for a second time Lyle was
living at our house. One morning Justin woke up cross, as he’s prone to do, and Dad
asked, “Justin, why you’re so melancholy? What’s wrong?” Justin walked right by him
and Lyle and into the kitchen.
Nothing’s wrong.
“No,something’s wrong. Why you’re melancholy?” Lyle laughed behind Dad.
I’m not melancholy. I’m just tired.” He opened the fridge, grabbed a bottle of
water, and closed the door hard.
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C ome one Justin, tell me why you’re melancholy.” Lyle laughed more, and
Justin turned around and held his hands up and said, “I’m not melancholy! Damn, He
stared tor a second in silence and tumed around towards the pantry.
“Justin, why you're melancholy?”
“/'ni notfucking melancho/vr he yelled, and he banged the pantry’s wooden door
hard enough so I heard it outside. My dad and Lyle laughed and Justin realized that they
got the response they wanted. From then on if you were in a bad mood or pouted or were
tired and once when I was high even the source of your “melancholia” was brought into
question, and you could get no madder because that's what they wanted.
“I'm just pissed about the rain. I’m not melancholy,” I said.
“I’m about to piss on myself. That’s why I’m melancholy,” Justin said from the
back.
“There's a rest area right before Pueblo,” I said, looking at the map.
When we reached it, the sky had been clearing and was suddenly clear. As we
parked, the sun began shining, and Justin hustled inside and Dad walked in behind him. I
didn’t have to use the bathroom, so I let Bel out to run around on the large green lawn
next to the brick building. The landscaping was nice and dripping, and I sat on a white
bench and watched Bel sniff and piss, sniff and piss. There was a mother and her young
children, a toddler she held and two elementary-aged. Bel loped toward them, and the
mother pulled her kids behind her and was scared. 1 wasn’t scared for her knowing Bel,
but it was rude.
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“Bel! No!" She froze before she reached them and turned around, Get over
here!

She ran back head low, and 1 grabbed her collar and the back of her neck together

and made her look at me. “What do you think you’re doing? You stay. You don’t do
that!

She understood nothing but everything.
“I m sorry," I said to the woman, who was petite and blond and very attractive.

Her kids had her golden hair.
“Okay,” she said so that I couldn’t tell how she meant it.
“She's really nice. She’s only a pup.” The woman reluctantly let her older ones
come pet the pup, and I noticed that they were from Kansas by the license plate on their
minivan. They probably were going south, first touring west across their own state and
into Colorado along 1-70 and then heading south on 25. Maybe they were going to the
Hklund. Maybe one of the kids would remember the place, but only for its new
“authentic” something or other, like the way I can remember a place we went to in
Crested Butte when 1 still wore a panda bear snow cap. The place had a huge elk head
mounted, and when I went years later, I knew it would be where it was, but where it was
seemed much smaller and the head seemed a little smaller. The kids, though, would
probably remember Bel long enough to ask their parents for a dog if they didn’t already
have one. We parted ways without a word.
“She looked good. What where those kids about?” Dad asked in the tmek.
“Her kids.”
Damn,she was fine, huh.”
“Your speed,” I said.
The mini van is too,” Justin added.
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Yeah tucking right," dad said. “Maybe we’ll find some like that in Pueblo who
want to go camping."
We drove into Pueblo and into the rain. The concrete was wetter and grayer than
in Walsenburg, and the city shantied in either direction from the road. It looked like shit.
“We'll just have to hurry and throw our bags inside and leave the shit that can get
wet in the back," Dad said.

Let’s find the Walmart. It was, of course, on the north side

of town and hidden from the interstate until you went too far, so we had to take the next
exit and backtrack. I put on a light weatherproofjacket when we stopped and threw bags
from the back down to Justin who stacked them into the cab. It wasn’t raining hard. We
left Bel in the back because she couldn’t be trusted in the front. “We’d come back and
there’d be shit everywhere and she’d rip the headrests off She’ll eat through the fucking
steering wheel."
She’s cool," I said.

She’d be all right in there."

She’s still a pup, man. She’s never been alone like that," Dad said.
“Well, let’s hurry up then."
Walmarts all look the same, outside and in. Blue is the background and the white
"Wal" and “Mart” with a white star between them sit atop the red script “Always" that
looks like someone friendly wrote it. The yellow smiley faces smile in the bright white
fluorescent lights. All the racks and shelves are stocked fully and with the same shit, and
all 1.3 million “associates" are trained to follow Sam Walton’s universal orientation, and
there’s even a Walmart cheer they chant together. “Whose Walmart is it? / My
Walmart!" they sing in unison, united also by their blue vests and sometimes pseudo
friendly attitudes but mostly by their socioeconomic class. If you were alone in any
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Walmart in the US, you wouldn t know where in the US you were, but you’re never
alone in Walmart. No matter how uniform the world's largest corporation might be, it’s
all about the customer,“Always.” At school the Walmart Supercenter is filled with
beautiful Southern girls, some small-town Mississippi folk, and a few rural black folk.
At home on the Westbank near our grass cutting job, the racial division is nearly
balanced, and the all look like they’re from southeastern Louisiana. There aren’t as many
beautiful girls there, but there are some, which would tell me right away that I wasn’t in
the Pueblo Walmart if I happened to find myself there suddenly in a dream or a
nightmare. The nicest looking thing in Pueblo was the wet, stained, gray concrete
outside, and the biggest problem we had with the Pueble Walmart was the bright
fluorescent lights.
“Look at that shit.

Dad didn’t have to direct my attention for it was already

drawn. Sheer size pulled my eyes towards these two females, obviously family members,
who wore bed sheets like dresses and burdened two disabled scooters side by side,
blocking the main thoroughfare between the grocery section and the rest of Walmart.
When they turned down a grocery aisle, they had to go single file, and able to walk with
them were a couple fat men, a heavy set woman - maybe an enviable sister - and a
young, obese girl. She was maybe twelve and had fat arms, a bulging neck and cheeks,
and squinty eyes.
“They should be put in jail for that little girl,” Dad said. That’s not her fault.
“That’s sad,” I said, and that’s what it was.
“How do you let yourself get like that? Let yourself get like that if you want, but
your kid?” Dad said, and he had room to speak after denying us any overindulgence of
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candy or pizza rolls or Happy Meals or any other food advertised on children’s TV
networks at least once during a commercial break. We were also outside when the sun
was shining and drank from the hose when we were hot and thirsty and never had soft
drinks to drink unless we were at a friend’s or our grandparent’s house. This little girl
would probably know nothing else, and you could argue that we knew nothing else of her
or her family, and who were we to criticize? How could we think such things without
knowing their situation or physiology? But I didn’t need to know all that. I knew that
when 1 was a kid, there was maybe a fat kid in every group of friends and now there’s
two or three or more, and it isn’t biology that has changed in a decade. It’s sad, but the
young girl was happy and seemed not to have an idea, even though 800 pounds of it
rolled in front of her. The pity we felt was sharp but diluted once we looked around more
and saw obesity was a too-common trend in the Pueblo Walmart. There were at least
three other heavy groups with at least one scooter-ridden member and at most one semihealthy looking one.
Those who weren’t obese still weren’t attractive, and I was beginning to
understand what Dad said about the mountain girls. Many of them had kids, too, and
they were all miniatures of their parents.
“It’s not like a Coors Light commercial, is it?” Dad said about the girls.
“Is that why you drink Miller Light?” I asked.
“No.

“Why then?
“Because it tastes good, that’s why.
“It’s mom’s beer of choice, too. Is that why?
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Jordan, I was drinking Miller Light before I met your momma and you were
even a thought in my head," which was about the age I am now and every time I think
about it like that I have to stop and not be over-analytical. I’m young and free and
always looking and feel like I'll always be just looking and never buying into any bullshit
like both parents claimed they stepped into without even noticing the price they’d have to
pay, which was probably more than they were willing to pay. They’re glad they did and
couldn’t see it any other way, and I wouldn’t be seeing anything if it was any other way,
and the way it was now was that me and my dad and my brother, like him and his dad
and his brother, were alone in Colorado together, looking, but there was nothing to see in
Pueblo.
What else do we need?’’ I asked. We had some steaks and a few cans of baked
beans, instant coffee 1 wanted, two cases of beer we all wanted, bottled water, some
sandwich meat and bread, and peanuts. We also wanted wine, but “Nahh, bro, you can’t
buy it here. Only, like, liquor stores sell it, I think, man,” we learned from a red haired
associate” who was stoned Chinese and knew exactly to the mile where the closest
liquor store was from his work. Those from New Orleans always run into the liquor store
bullshit while shopping other places where they separate beer from other forms of
alcoholic intoxicants into their own little or big store where sinners have to go separately
to get their fix. I can get anything I want to drink at the convenience store by my house
and I’m no worse off
Let’s go look at the camping shit and get outta here,” Dad said.
“Y’all go look at it and then check out,” I said.
“Where are you going'.'
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"I o check on Bel,” about whom I had been worried since we left her in the
kennel. When 1 walked into Walmart and looked around my worry intensified. Everyone
in there looked like they owned a pack of dogs and were always willing to accept an
addition, especially a beautiful non-mutt blond like Bel. Hell, I’d rather Bel than many of
the women and was calmed when I heard her crying walking up to the truck. 1 let her
out, and w e sat on the tailgate together and watched cars drive in and out of the parking
lot in the mistiness after the rain. Dad and Justin arrived, and we unloaded the basket and
drove toward the liquor store. Justin didn’t hesitate coming in and wasn’t asked any
questions. We bought three $10 bottles of wine - cabernet sauvignon, zinfandel, and
merlot - and 1 grabbed a six pack of Sparks, an alcoholic energy drink that I first drank
the Christmas before on a ski trip in Montana. Two friends of mine and I went and drank
them in the morning before skiing and at lunch before skiing again. The buzz faded
before the gondola lift reached the top, but the ride up was warm and loquacious and the
chemical energy disappeared into the clean adrenaline of the run back down, where we
usually grabbed another Sparks. They are delicious and taste like any orange soda but
haven’t made it off the mountains and into the rest of the country yet, which is why I did
a double- take when I saw them at the liquor store and had to buy them for Dad and
Justin. They both liked them, and Justin had another but Dad went back to Miller Light
as he drove towards the mountains, and I began searching in our atlas for a suitable
campsite.
If we take 96 into those mountains, we 11 run into 165 going back south and
there’s three campsites up in there along 165, I said.
“How far is that?
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Twenty to 165 then it's only ten or so to a site. It’s in the Wet Mountains.” The
distance was important, because the sun was falling in front of us, and the mountains,
which formed a horizon-spanning barrier at the end of the green valley, reached upward
to steal part of the day. The two-lane road climbed straight towards them for miles. The
landscape was like the hilly area outside of Clayton and almost empty of human
habitation, which was like a clean breath of air after Pueblo. Green grass and trees fresh
and wet alter the rain with misty mountains in the distance replaced the gray filth. The
mountains formed a shadowy line, and I couldn’t tell where the road rose and sliced into
them until we were close enough to distinguish individual formations within the bunch.
The temperature in Pueblo had been 72° and had dropped to 58 ° when we entered the
mountains, real mountains, for the first time.
The Wet Mountains of Colorado stand alone just a valley before the more
prominent Sangre De Cristos. The Wets are still large and sharp, and the road inclines
and curves to the left into them between two small separated peaks. Ahead are larger
peaks bunched together forming the horizon, and cliffs begin rising straight from the
road, red and rocky with green interspersed, clinging to where it can. A small stream,
probably dry in places during the freezing winter, teems with spruce and aspen. Higher, a
scaly shroud of ascending evergreens blanket stabbing precipices of upthrust rock.
The roads winds blindly, and after some twists and many sweeping turns, we
made a left onto 165 and drove still higher into the range. The temperature stood at 55°
and the light noticeably paled and was fading with every mile. We were in a high, green
valley, and the unpaved road hugged the valley’s side. Above us to the left a forest of
evergreens rose to the invisible top of the ridge and below us to our right green fields
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apportioned with barbed wire fences and ended where the forested ridge on the other side
began its steep incline. Ahead down the valley, I could see where our road doubled back
for a moment before crossing a land bridge to the other ridge and continuing around it to
the right and out of sight. When we reached the cut back, it was much larger and took
longer to negotiate than I expected, and, looking back to where we were before, the road
was just a thin line between the forest and field, and I was starting to gain some
perspective, to change my point of view, when a brown National Forest sign appeared on
the right. Ophir Creek Campground it was called, though on the atlas it was just a small
green triangle-shaped tent.
The dirt road into the campground was flanked on both sides by coniferous forest
that opened into a few tent-filled alcoves, mostly on the right. Beyond the alcoves we
could see the forest climb the steep rocky ridges that were now above our heads. There
were no open camping sites and ahead the road looped around a small grove of aspens.
Dad drove left around the loop and past a site on the left that was furthest in the back. It
was well off the road and next to a rocky creek that flowed from somewhere farther up
the mountain. Around the loop, the creek that had been invisible behind the tent-filled
alcoves to our right was now visible on our left, and the last open site was there.
“That’s it boys. That’s it,” Dad said.
“Let’s do this,” Justin replied.
“It’ll be assholes and elbows, y’all understand? Let’s get this tent set up first
before it gets dark and then we can have a look.
I let Bel out to run around, and we systematically unloaded the camping gear from
the truck and piled it on the patch of dirt amongst calf-high grass beneath a tall line of
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spruce that followed the creek. Beyond the creek the landscape steepened with more
trees. A wooden picnic table stood next to our patch with a couple ofgray boulders for
sitting around a metal campfire ring. I sat on one, slouching, and realized with a deep
breath that

my day was aging. 1 w'as physically weaker and void of the excitement 1 once

had. 1 he building anticipation had climaxed, and 1 looked forward to the rest but there
was more w^ork to be done. I jumped up before another second of comfort added to the
weight already on my head and shoulders. Dad and Justin were assembling our tent for
the first time and needing instructions, so 1 set up the grill by placing it near the fire ring
and dumping coals into it. I lit the coals and left them to bum thoroughly while I finished
unloading the truck of canvas chairs, sleeping bags, flashlights, a lantern, and a bucket
full of loose items like paper plates, rope, and tongs for grilling.
The darkness came suddenly; trailing Just behind came more cold. 1 lit the
lantern s white light as Dad and Justin finished the tent and threw the sleeping bags
inside. The lantern was bright. 1 lit paper underneath tinder underneath small branches
to start our fire, and I was soon feeding it arm-sized logs. It was warm. We were all
more hungry than tired, and the coals were already burning blue hot and would soon be
out and smoldering red hot. Dad prepared the meat with some salt, black pepper, and
Cajun seasoning that we bought in Pueblo, while I spread the coals and Justin opened a
big can of baked beans. We met at the grill and twenty tired, quiet minutes later our
steaks were brown and glistening and our beans bubbled with a delicious smell. We had
already poured the cabernet, and we each had a steak and poured wami beans from the
can onto our plates before eating as if we were camping. Steak juice and grape covered
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my lips. My mouth was coated in thick goodness and my stomach tingled with a burning
heaviness that numbed my arms and then my eyelids.
That’s it for me boys," Dad said after we talked briefly about waking up early
and getting a fresh start. Maybe we'd go rafting.
"Yeah, I'm tired too," I said.
That meant Justin too, because who’s wont to sit out here alone,just one light in
the darkness? Bel was sitting not too patiently by the table, nudging Justin and me for
scraps. We didn’t give her anything until after we finished, when we gave her
everything; she was smiling and licking with her pink tongue and finished before 1 could
get up from the table. Justin and 1 put all food products in the ice chest and put the ice
chest in the truck. Dad was already in the tent, barely awake, eyes closed when 1
returned. Bel followed me into the tent, and Justin came in with a flashlight after turning
off the lantern outside. Our fire was barely smoking. It was cold outside but warmer in
the tent together. Justin was reading again with his flashlight, so I turned away from him
and was asleep after closing my eyes.
And my heart owns a doubt
Whether ‘tis in us to arise with the day
And save ourselves unaided.
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Chapter 4: The River
Waking, surfacing from the dark that is deep, dreamless sleep, is often
unwelcome. Too often would we like to give in to our comfort or exhaustion and find
ease in unseeing. Squinting eyes scorning new light and weakened muscles trying and
stretching softened skin compel us to return but you can’t, not this time, and you notice
those first breaths. You persist into complete wakefulness and proceed with it until ready
to expire again on terms that may or may not depend on the length and depth of it.
Troubled sleepers stRiggle to settle terms and forget how they or anyone ever managed to
fall asleep. It's against many instincts but all are eventually overcome and your days
always end. This time, I woke suddenly, sore-backed and sweating in my sleeping bag.
It was daylight but not at all bright protected in the tent under trees under the rocky ridges
of the mountains. I was tired still and not fully there but ravenous.
1 could see the fumes of my breath emerging from the tent. Dad was already
awake and poking the coals in the grill. Bel was by him and ran toward me tail wagging
when I said, “Morning,

He told me he “Just got up,” which was what woke me. I

walked from the tent past him and into the woods by the creek and pissed with Bel sitting
next to me.
“Get!” 1 said.
“Bel! Get over here,” Dad called. She ran to him. “You hungry?”
“Yeah, what are you making?
“Sausages to put on those pistolettes.”
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“Mnirnin...! think I'll have that.
I finished and the creek gurgled on louder and flowed over mahogany-colored
rocks and along side some half- mahogany, half-dry gray and under chokecherry and
river birch and further into the woods. 1 walked back to the site and found my metal cup
in my bag and the instant coffee in the part of the white ice chest apportioned for food. I
thought ot dipping tor water but remembered /just pissed by the stream and how often, if
ever, are you the first and only? I poured cold water from one of the dozen plastic
gallons in the truck bed and put the cup on the grill.
“Wake Justin up," 1 urged my dad.
“Yeah, right.”
Just then two thickly-fuiTed curs turned the comer of the aspen island and trotted
down the road towards us. Behind them was a couple with two more dogs leashed. The
unleashed pair and Bel sniffed each other at both ends and seemed friendly enough. The
people were off on a walk and, smiling, stopped in front of us.
“It looks like they like each other,” the woman greeted.
“Yeah, it sure does,” I said.
“You guys have a really beautiful dog. What’s her name?
“Bel.”

“Belle means beautiful, you know, and she is. We weren’t French, and I wasn’t
explaining the error.
Yeah, she’s still a pup.
“Do you think our dogs could play with yours later? We’re walking now, but
we'II be back.’'
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“Sure," I said and looked at dad who didn’t have to say anything by his
expression.
“We're dog people and all dog lovers should share their dogs, you know.”
“Well Bel has my permission," I said to them as they were walking away, smiling
and ealling Bel’s new friends to come.
“Dad. can Bel play with their dogs?” I asked after they couldn’t hear.
“That depends."
“On what?”
“Are their dogs conservative or liberal?”
“That one's pretty easy.”
“Those were some gurus, huh?”
“They’ve got it bad.”
“Feeling groovy,” he said, smiling.
It was an inside joke and we laughed. Dad’s oldest brother was always “feeling
groovy” like the song and shuns encounters with his family. He never made it to
Colorado even though he’s named Larry after Paw. Junior is of us but not like us and
was never here where I breathe now, where Senior was at his best. His wife moved him
far enough away to where I’ve only seen him twice in the last ten years, at his mother’s
funeral and then his father’s, and she won’t let him play, though I know he doesn’t want
to anyway.
My water was boiling and I used a rag to remove it from the grill just as Justin
was opening the tent flap and stretching still half-asleep. I poured in some coffee crystals
and some sugar and used a plastic knife from last night to mix it and knew I didn’t have
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to olTcr Justin or Dad any. They don't drink it, and I don’t consistently, but when I want
it, 1 want it badly. In the cold air 1 gulped and scalded my tongue drinking too soon. It
tasted like coftce but had a coarse charcoal aftertaste from warming the cup on the grill
and 1 realized 1 learned something new.
“So what d'yall want to do?” Dad asked.“We can do anything.”
“Let s go on a hike first,” Justin said before I could.
“All right. Let’s go now and the sausages will be ready when we get back.”
The Wet Mountains still felt wet, so I grabbed my waterproofjacket from the
backseat ot the truck. Under my jacket was my boots and under my boots was Dad’s
national gun law pamphlet that listed federal guns laws and the gun laws of each
individual state. At home. Dad’s concealed weapon permit allows him to carry a gun, but
he doesn’t always. He always does on long trips, though, especially alone and with the
family and always keeps it close. Once while hiking in the rocky desert of Big Bend
National Park along the Rio Grande in southwestern Texas, a thick diamondback rattler
struck Paw’s walking stick unexpectedly, and Dad, sidearm bolstered then unholstered,
blasted three quick shots that raised orange dust between Paw frozen and the snake ready
to strike again. It happened faster than it did and when the dust cleared, the snake was
gone. The hot pistol in Dad’s hand was the .357 that saved Paw’s life then, and Paw
brought it with him years later on a drive to see his sister in California, solo except for a
dog. Only when he returned home, after 4,000 miles on the road and several nights’
sleep in the tiuck at isolated rest areas along the way, did he realize it was empty. That
was the Paw I knew, and when Dad told me the story, 1 had to laugh, and then we shook
our heads with smiles.
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“My old man was crazy, huh.’' Dad asked.
“Yeah, he was. Mine is too," 1 said.
“Not yet."
I watched him ceremoniously check his .45 as one of the last tasks before leaving
home but didn't say anything. He was thinking of Paw and of the snakes we might
encounter along the way.
1 was, however, unconcerned with snakes. The habitat didn’t seem necessarily
conducive. It was cold at night and wet, and the ridges were steep and rocky, perfect not
lor a slithering heterotherm but for wami-blooded mammals like the chipmunks and
marmots we’d observe in the open, the mule deer and elk we’d hope to watch from a
distance, and the black bears and mountain lions we’d glimpse every now and then
behind a line of trees or on a cliff above our heads. If they were ever really there, we
should be prepared, and with Bel along, we’d be forewarned. It would be our last resort,
1 knew, strapping the heavy gun on my right side with my belt. I tied my jacket around
my waist to avoid any attention until we were well alone.
We were together, three in a line with Bel running ahead, sniffing around, and
running back when she realized she was alone. If we walked a mile, she ran two through
the alder and chokecherry shrubs and in and out of the rocky creek that flowed thin and
thick and thin again. Where it was shallow, it was louder, and Bel’s splashes couldn’t be
heard above its roar. The path followed it higher between two ridges of clean, rounded,
sand-colored rock mostly hidden in green, crack-dwelling bushes and behind a broken
confusion of Douglas firs. Nearer the water were aspen groves, and the sun started
glittering through them and onto their white trucks and adjacent lichen-covered boulders.
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The boulders were ot the ridge rock but near the shady stream long enough to become
mottled and darker overall, and I climbed one large enough to break something if I fell.
From there I could see in the distance the trail bending right. Bel, Justin, and then Dad
continued around on the trail, while I climbed up past the shady thickness around the
stream and onto the boulder-studded ridge. The sun was bright but not hot, and the sky
was clear blue and weightless. I was lightheaded and happy, catching my breath, and
looking down, I couldn’t find anyone but knew generally where they were along the trail
in the dense forest and carefully maneuvered ahead and waited to meet them. Bel was
sitting next to me when Justin walked up.
“You went over the ridge?”
“Yeah, it was nice up there.”
”It’s nice down here too.”
We waited a minute for Dad and noticed different worthwhile sights and pointed
them out to each other and talked about what our different paths were like. Hearing
Justin’s story, I almost knew what to expect on the way back. The trail actually went
through the creek once and crossed over it another time on a fallen trunk green with
moss. Bel splashed through both times and was dripping when I met her, which was a
minute before I met Justin and a couple before Dad. We continued and stopped at the
waterfall Dad had read about on the National Forest bulletin board at the front of the
camping area. It dropped about twenty vertical feet from top to bottom over a series of
three-to-five foot segments. The ridges closed canyon-like around it, and the rocks were
smooth, wet, and green with moss. It was misty, dark, and cool.
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“It s bcautitul out here. I’ve never been anywhere like this,” I said and climbed
onto the exposed rocks of the waterfall’s last drop before the creek slowed and pooled.
They were slippery, and I concentrated to keep balance.
“1 told you it'd be nice,” Dad said.

What are y’all doing?”

“C limbing to the top, come on.”
“Nooo. And bust my ass? That’ll be tlie end of the trip.”
“The end ofyour trip,” I said.
“My knee is hurting me already, dammit. I’m so fucking out of shape. A year ago
I was in good shape, for me at least.”
“Ycall, right, fat-boy,” Justin said.
“1 got ya fat-boy right ‘chea,” Dad answered, making us all laugh.
1 left him with the camera and posed with Justin atop the falls with a sopping and
happy Bel sitting between us. We climbed down, and 1 took a picture of Dad standing
alone on a rock in front of the creek. We were all ready to go, and on the way back I
straggled, taking more pictures of the sun-lit rocks behind densely-green firs and white,
lanky aspens. The trail passed by the guru tent, and we told them when they asked that
we would bring Bel back in a while and then packed everything into the truck and left.
Dad drove from Ophir Creek campground back the way we came, east on 96 out
of San Isabel National Forest and the Wet Mountains until we reached a collection of
houses called Wetmore and turned left, north on 67 towards Florence. We were heading
towards the Royal Gorge and the Royal Gorge Bridge, the world’s highest suspension
bridge built 1,053 feet above the Arkansas River in 1929. Paw was five years unborn
then and forty something years later he crossed it with Dad, and they’d crossed it many
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limes since but never would experience together the same awe, which Dad wouldn’t
describe to us. ‘‘Just wait, you'll see," he said, which caused more excitement than if he
had described with all exaggeration. It was one of the trip’s preplanned experiences, and
my stomach burned, looking through our atlases and knowing how the Arkansas River
drips trom the alpine heights of the Continental Divide and slices through the jagged red
rock ot the eastern slopes, penetrating deeply enough to call its gorge “Royal” before the
line ends and the Arkansas continues from the mountains and spills smoothly over the
great plains, eventually emptying into the Mississippi, which flows deep and full and
brown close enough to me and my atlas for me to hear the tingling resonance of tankers
and barges calling to one another. I traced the flow’s legacy with my fingers and my
imagination, anticipating the greatest of its stories. Exiting the mountains that morning,
however, a shadowless panorama darkened my foresight. The forecast was blue skies
and bright sun. On this trip, I would learn, there was little denying the present its
undivided attention.

The clarion air hummed in light blue notes accented with greens, yellows,
purples, and browns. The azure sky was everywhere. Our right was verdant expanse
bespeckled with dandelions and sticky geraniums Pointallized in saffron and lavender,
creating in places a unique, living hue that shimmered in the wind and in my moving
eyes. Blue-eyed grass and black-eyed susans glared into the bright daylight out of sight
and ending finally at mountains to our left that emerged khaki from the fields, meshed in
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an emerald torest. 1 he mountains were further than they looked, and clouds,just puffs
against the sky. darkened the blunted peaks and humbled the subjacent rocky range that
paralleled our path north until split beyond the horizon by the Arkansas River at the
Royal Cjorge.
With windows rolled down, a nice breeze blew freely through our hair, and we all
felt good about something. I also felt great about nothing in particular until upon my
right Florence County Correctional Facility snatched my attention and arrested my
thoughts. I thought it was a school first but then read the signs. Closer, high chain link
fences were frizzy with razor wire and surrounded large, clean buildings nearly enclosing
a breez.eless yard. Inmates wore bright white jumpsuits. We could easily see them, and
they could see us and the flowered plain and the sunny mountains and us driving through
it all. They liked to go outside and didn’t like to go outside but hated having to go back
inside. Back in is where you never want to go. Without freedom of the body, few can
have freedom of the mind, and many would prefer freedom from the body whatever that
means for the mind. The two conditions are equitable, though few ponder and fear the
one that’s not inevitable, but anyone still alive can be at the wrong place at the wrong
time, maybe under the influences of the wrong substance or emotion or maybe just there.
I’m sure it happens faster than it really happens. The glaring prisoners still in sight, I
made a joke about snowy winter being the best time to escape, and when they were out of
sight, we forgot about them.
Near to the Florence Correctional Center was the town of Florence. The
landscape had dried some and the chain-linked yards of the small houses lined together
were brown and had rocks and cacti. Main Street intersected our own, and on the right
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corner a fast food restaurant shined in the sun. We turned left and cruised, windows
down, into downtown Florence. The strip of buildings stood two stories tall mostly and a
tew blocks long. Bars, restaurants, some shops, and liquor stores line the avenue, and
their glass and plastic and neon, especially at the liquor stores, invited us to stop. We
pulled into a big liquor store on the right, and 1 bought more Sparks for Justin and me and
gave Dad a beer from the ice chest. The noon sun burned my arms and face. The
thermometer read 85°, but it was nice back in the shade and breeze of the moving truck
drinking a cold drink and talking about the day.
“So what do y'all want to do?” Dad asked.
”1 thought we were rafting,” Justin said.
“We are, but do you want to do it now? Later? What about the bridge?
“You're the one who's been here,'’ 1 said.
“Yeah, that’s right.”
“Well what should we do then? Can we raft here, before the gorge, or should we
go over the bridge first and raft later?”
“Well, 1 know we can check out the bridge. It’s right up the road. Let s ask about
the rafting there, ‘cause I’m not sure about that.”
“I thought you’ve been,” Justin said. 1 had thought so, too. Unless he was lying, I
knew so because earlier in the trip, somewhere nearing Colorado it seems, he told us
about rafting with Paw. They spent the day on the boat and brought an ice chest and
Paw’s dog at the time, paying a little extra for both of course. They enjoyed the nice
weather as their guide directed them through the rocks and rapids and over the falls. Paw
used his orange life preserver as a pillow and rested, watching the ridges and the
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cloudless sky above. They saw mule deer and bighorn sheep, and Paw sighted birds of
prey soaring high over the canyon, scouring its crevices and scattered vegetation for
something smaller and weaker. When their trip ended, they were ready to go out, and I
guessed, on the road to the gorge, that we would feel the same way after our experience.
Now, though, 1 was confused.
“Yeah, 1 thought you've been," I added.
“1 have been, but not around here," Dad answered.
“What's the hell's the difference?" I asked.
“1 don’t know. 1 haven't been here, remember. I’m sure it’s different, though. We
went on a whole-nother river."
“It’s all the same."
“You’re right.”
“I know I’m right."
“We’ll see."
We were already seeing billboards about the wonders of nearby Canon City and
the Royal Gorge. They were all similar, and stopping to fill up I collected free brochures
that looked like miniature billboards and read about the “magnificent Royal Gorge and
the “thundering" Arkansas River. In the bright pictures everyone was smiling in rafts
with white water splashing in front and chiseled red cliffs parted by the blue sky towering
behind. It was untamed fun on a wild, raging river. 1 wondered how authentic the
pictures really were. Tmly, at that moment, along that stretch in the close up photo,
frothy splashes were random and everywhere, and the path swirled around and between
rocks, never the same way twice. The rafters were reacting independently but as a team
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with the ratt guide, neek veins bulging, seeming to shout directions. It seemed the only
consistencies were inconsistencies and the consistent direction of the river’s flow.
1 was studying the pictures as Dad pulled off the main road and onto the loop that
was the old road that went over the bridge. He pulled into a parking lot confused.
“Man, tuck. This lot wasn’t here before,'’ he said. “Let’s park and check it out.”
We parked in one of the few remaining spots in the back of the long lot. The
temperature was 76°, and long white clouds floated across the blue sky. Ahead we could
see the bridge’s metal towers, and to our left was a shady park that overlooked the gorge.
I brought my binoculars so we didn’t have to pay

for the silver permanents, and we

stared awestruck and short of breath down into the gorge at the brown line flecked with
white rapids that was the river and across to the jagged other side at the different layers of
red and brown rock worn through and exposed over millennia. The canyon sloped
steeply and was a quarter-mile wide at the top and only about 100 yards wide around the
river. Vegetation struggled along the cliff faces but rested thickly on the flattened top
and bottom. Looking down, the canyon’s depth overwhelmed the sky’s height and the
height of the mountains in the distance. Taking a picture of Justin in front of it all and
getting the river and the cliffs and Justin all in one long frame meant that the sky was just
a thin, bright band at the top. Upriver we could see the bridge and the too-thin line that
was

its roadbed. The straight, silver metal was out of place and dwarfed by the gnarled

walls of rock it reconnected after a period of separation that predates the humans that
erected it, and people crossing the once uncrossable were tiny floating specks. There
were no cars.
“Looks like you can’t drive across it,” I said.
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“Bullshit. I've done it before, many times,” Dad said.
“Not this time.”
“We'll see."
“1 think that means 'No' in this situation,” I said, looking at Justin who laughed,
“Wc'll sec" was an answer used to end questions you didn’t want to answer because you
knew the answer was already negative and either didn’t want to admit it to yourself or
your kids in the backseat on a road trip.
“When we get there, can we .. .?” we used to ask.
'We 11 see,” they used to answer. Still very young, Justin caught on once and
asked it it meant “no” in that particular situation to which they answered, laughing,
we 11 see.” They never made too many promises beforehand. That way, they didn t
have to break them or hope we would forget, and if we asked if we were there yet, we
would always be two hours away. They’d laugh and flash two digits like a peace symbol,
and we’d growl and hate not being there yet, but the drives would always end and the
vacation would begin. Those rides home I can’t remember, and the trips ended abruptly.
Then trips ended altogether, abruptly, along with the “we’ll sees” and the peace symbols.
The peace had ended and promises had been broken, although I don’t remember any
being made. It was probably a “we’ll see” situation for the both of them, and while they
didn’t really know the answer at the time, they knew it more than two hours before we
got there but left us oblivious in the back.
All of this had relevance at the moment, but I didn’t think about it much any
longer. The gash was so sudden and deep, and my eyes were caught between the two
individual chunks of earth close but so far away, contemplating the river that divided
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them. Miniature riders on miniature rafts floated along the same course, and from above
1 could see a handful of them moving at once. They all inched steadily and were
randomly separated. I couldn’t see before where they emerged or beyond where they
disappeared, where the river's path through the rock was hidden by the earth. I could see
the river's general route from the mountains of its birth hazy in the distance and knew the
river didn’t choose this path. Rivers like the Arkansas in Colorado are supposedly
untamed and tree but they aren't from such a perspective. They’re contained and take the
path dictated by pre-established conditions. Wildness and freeness doesn’t manifest in
this sense, when looking from a distance. Wildness and freeness are in the splashed and
curls and whirlpools and waterfalls that constantly change with changing conditions.
Kxamining the brochures and hearing of Paw’s rafting trip, I knew this and knew I had

no

clue what it would be like looking from above. Nobody knows what it will be like unless
he’s been there before, and even then each moment is unique. That’s what makes it all
worthwhile.
Dad and Justin stayed with Bel at the truck, while I walked ahead to assess the
bridge situation. It was obvious from the parking lot, the lack of cars on the bridge, and
the “Skycoaster” thrill ride over the gorge that things had changed. The bridge clearly
wasn’t open to traffic, but that’s all we knew for sure. Well before the bridge, a mess of
people crowded around a building with gates on either side, and I instantly knew
something was wrong. There were families with young children running around and a
few busloads of elder tourists digging through their purses to buy tickets. There were no
dogs, and the weekend admission price, written underneath a wooden sign that said
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Royal Cjorge Bi idge & Park, was $20 per adult. I glanced around the gates and hustled
back to the truck.
"‘No way.”
“What do you mean?” asked Dad.
It s lucking Disney World up there. Little kids running around. There’s a bunch
ol rides and a petting zoo.”
“What about Bel?
“No dogs.”
“Y ou asked?”
Yeah,” I lied to get past the issue knowing we weren’t going regardless. “Plus, it
costs $20 just to walk through the gates.”
“Screw that,” Justin said.
“Wait,just to get on the bridge costs $20? Are you serious?”
“It’s a trap. Dad. Somebody bought the thing and can say who gets on it.
“Well, I’ll pay if y’all want to go,” he said,

We can leave Bel out here for a

while with some water, or I’ll stay with her and y’all can go, whatever, But there were
no ego trips here. We were all on the same page and it was a different one than almost
everyone else, especially those who bought into Royal Gorge Bridge & Park’s “More
than 360 acres of grins and goosebumps,” where “Eye-popping thrills and chills,” “Spinetinging ups and downs,” and “Breathtaking panoramic vistas” can be yours, “All major
credit cards accepted.”
“Let’s go, man. I said, and Justin agreed.
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Dad was happy we w'ere with him and was happy to leave the Royal Gorge as it
was. Wc drove back onto Hwy 50, the main road from Florence and Canon City that
passes over the Royal Gorge upriver from the amusement park and on to Gunnison.
Before Gunnison, though, we had to find a place to raft, if we were going rafting,
because, according to Dad,“this will be the best place for it.” We stopped one of the
many whitewater guide services along the road. They all looked the same with stacks of
inflatable rafts and small school buses or large vans in the back and they all promised the
best rates and experience. We'd choose the one that let us take beverages and Bel, whom
wc couldn’t leave alone for that long. She was eager to get out at every stop, and I
moved out of the way as she jumped from the tailgate and onto the shelled parking lot.
She was sniffing around when a goliath German shepherd ran from the open door of the
shop towards her. He slowed as he neared. They sniffed each other, and he seemed
especially interested and followed her around until someone from inside called him from
the doorway.
“Thor!, get back over here and leave that little girl alone, she said. She was my
age and almost cute and dressed like she an actress in a movie working at a rafting
service in Colorado would dress, with jeans and flannel and a hat with a ponytail hanging
from the back.
“Mow’d you know she’s a she?” I asked.
“Cause if she was a he they’d be fighting. Thor doesn’t like other boys,

Now

that she said it, 1 could tell he was a flghtin’-ass dog. He had scars on his muzzle and
walked with a slight limp on a right forearm that was abnomially bowed. He must’ve
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weighed 160 lbs and was used to being dominant. He’d been in many fights and
probably w on most. I asked if he’d ever been rafting, but he hadn’t.
“He would like that much,” the grinning employee said.
“Well 1 think our dog would. How much extra would a half-day trip cost with her
along?'
“Sorry, no pets allowed.”
“Not even for me?”
“Not even for you. It's a state law for all rafting services. You’re not the first to
ask, either.”
there must be

“Maybe I'll be the first to receive,” I thought before saying
something we can do.”

99

“Not unless you know someone with a private boat who’ll take you.
99

“Can you help us out with that?
99

“No, but I’ll be happy to watch your dog for you while your gone.
Hold on,” I said and returned squinting in the sun and explained the situation.
They weren’t too enthused, especially Dad.
99

“A rule? Bull-shit. It never used to be.

99

Yeah, well it is now. That girl said she’d watch Bel though.
99

“Oh, I see how it is.

99

“Nah, man. 1 can do better than that.
“I’d hope so,” he said.

Let’s go up the river and find a better place. I don’t want
99

to leave Bel here with that Shepherd anyway. He might try and split her tail.
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Justin and I laughed getting into the truck, this time with Bel in the front with us
and Dad still driving west on Hwy 50 and the Arkansas below us to the right in a canyon
much wider and Hatter than that of the Royal Gorge. The river here was wider too and
brown like cafe au
lait poured smoothly over boulders and rocks. Where Zebulon Pike
discovered continuous stands of mature cottonwoods, named after their fluffy white seeds
that drift lazily over the sand-colored terrain in the early summer, invasive tamarisk
cedars now thrive, guzzling twice as much precious water as the native species they’ve
decimated, hindering agricultural irrigation in Kansas and Oklahoma. Thousands of
dollars worth of desiccated cornstalks wither in the Midwestern sun, pushed up by
ancestors of today’s growers, who introduced the non-native Tamarisk species for erosion
control and decor. The irony was great, but Dad didn’t farm com and the tamarisk leaves
where bright green and beautiful, and that’s all we noticed (www.nps.gov/whsa/
tamarisk.htm).
There were a couple of guide services on our right between the road and the river,
and on our left was a sheer cliff face shadowed in the early afternoon. We continued,
captivated by the scenery before turning into a rafting place well down the road. We
couldn’t have planned it better;

half-day tour was leaving very soon, and the

proprietor’s teenage daughter would be happy to watch Bel; it was cheaper than the first
place, and the group already going was, according to the hostess, “a group of Southerners
like yourselves.” We hurried into our lifejackets and headgear. I debated taking my
camera but knew, no matter how benign the ride, splashes were inevitable, so 1 bought an
overpriced waterproof disposable instead and was last to climb into the running van.
There were nine others in the van, two guides in the front and seven rafters in the back.
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We were between the two factions, and I was directly in front of the guide in the
passenger seat when he turned around to give us his safety speech.
“All right you guyth, my name ith Pete or you can call me Petey or Peter or “hey
you, whatever you prefer and obviouthly I’m a guide, for boat one to be exthact, and
driving ith your other guide and the owner of thith operation, Jim. Everybody thay ‘Hi
Jim.'" Pete was bug-eyed and had remnants of a cleft pallet and spoke with a wet lisp.
His arms and face were darkly tanned and sharply cut with veins visible. Only his
balding head gave away his middle-age.
“Hiiii, Jiiiim,” the group behind us said in a notoriously Southern accent.
“Well, where are you guys from?” Pete asked.
“Alabama,” they said.
Well that’s too bad cause you’re about to be in the Arkansas, right Jim?’ he
joked, apparent in rearward laughter. Jim nodded his head and smiled, ■Jim doesn’t talk
much, but he pays the bills,” Pete joked again. The group laughed again. “Okay guys,
let s get this over with,” he continued while holding up a miniature inflated raft for
evei*yone to see.

Does anyone know what this is?

Ofcourse we all knew what it was.

and it was another arranged joke when someone raised her hand and answered, and Pete
continued with the explanation of rafting safety that he had given countless times before
with the same jokes and the same wild-eyed enthusiasm.
Always listen to your guide to ensure a safe ride was the first rule. The worst case
scenario, obviously, would be a flipped raft. It doesn’t happen often, but when it does
you better be prepared and know what to do.
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cause before you know it, you’ll be ‘blub-

blub-blub-ttthhh in the water.” He made the noise with his lips and tongue, spraying
lisp-spit on my arm. “Okay, everybody go ‘blub-blub-blub-ttthhh.
”Blub-blub-blub-blub,” went some of the other guests.
“CjQod job, guys. And after you go ‘blub-blub-blub-ttthhh,’ what’s your first
thought?” Somebody said the wrong answer.
feet up!

No, no. ‘blub-blub-blub-ttthhh’ means

Say it, guys.” They repeated the motto, that, upon accidentally falling

overboard, you should raise your feet and not try to stand. It’s against instincts,
considering much of the river is waist deep, but the water is too swift and powerful for
standing. Bone-shattering boulders are hidden everywhere,just below the surface. Pete
continued, but I stopped listening to the inflated bullshit. 1 didn’t need to be scared into
enthusiasm, and 1 didn’t want to hear about what bad could happen. Dad, however,
seemed to remain attentive.
“Why's he listening to this bullshit?” I asked Justin, whispering.
“Cause it’s important.”
“This guy’s full of shit. He’s trying to scare us with these scenarios. You think
this shit really happens?”
“I went rafting before in North Carolina. It can happen.”
“Bull-shit. Little kids and old women do this on vacation. Jenna could be with us.
You think this shit really happens?”
“Probably not.”
“Definitely not. It’s like an amusement park ride.”
“Except real and better.”
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I he only thing that had made it worse so far was Pete, who wouldn’t shut up.
Alter his safety leeture, he asked around the van for names and hometowns and reasons
lor being in Colorado. The rest were from Alabama and in Colorado at a convention of
auto dealership owners. The men were smiling salesmen and the women were their
wives. 1 here were two older children, college-aged, who weren’t too impressed and
looked like they weren't going to have a good time.
Pete continued into the part of his routine with rafting anecdotes he thought were
funny or impressive or both, his enthusiasm consistent like his jokes predictable. He
inserted them wherever he could. This wasn’t his maiden voyage, that was for sure, and
although his robotic mind was old to me before we met, his robotic brain made me
comfortable in his ability as a guide, even though I really wasn’t worried about the trip
anyway. When we finally arrived at our drop point, 1 was the first out of the van and into
the hot, bright sun. Every one wore bathing suits with tennis shoes, plastic helmets, and
life vests. Pete had

conspicuous life vest tan, and he and Jim unloaded the rafts and

launched them from the beach. We climbed into a boat, with me in the front left and
Justin in the middle right with Dad behind him. Three more rafters - two middle-aged,
slightly unfit men and a matching wife of one of them - filled the empty places. We
made introductions and found out where everyone was from specifically and then talked
about our college football rivalries and who would win this year. Their team had been
dominant in the past, but times had changed. Still, they thought they had something on
evei-yone else because of what used to be. They were Southerners but not like ourselves.
Of course, funny-guy Pete was the captain of our boat, and he introduced us to the
Arkansas with some chilling water splashed from his position at the back of the boat.
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I eels good, huh guys? Gel used to it, ‘cause you will be getting wet,” he chuckled. He
taught us the basics ot paddling and the actions equitable to his commands. The river
was

still smooth and glassy when we finished, and I was happy amongst the low red cliffs

and stubby green vegetation along the rocky riverbank. The sun was bright in the clear
blue sky and warm on my arms. The breeze was cool and dry, and 1 took pictures as we
floated.

Alright, guys,” Pete interrupted. “Around this bend is our first rapid called ‘El
Primero.'” Ahead the cliffs rose and tightened into an impressive but foreboding main
cntiance that continued at least until the next bend, pinching the banks together and
increasing the river's velocity. The rapids ahead echoed loudly off the walls around the
turn, and my stomach squeezed with nervous anticipation. We slowly made the bend,
and the river between the walls of the cliffs roared and churned white amongst protruding
boulders. It started pulling us faster. The boat began to shake. Water splashed from
everywhere.
“Alright, guys. Get ready!” Pete said while maneuvering us between two rocks,
down a bumpy fall and then ruddering us sideways. The boat swerved and shook and
hopped as if it was alive. “Forward two!” he cried,

Forward two!” We pulled our oars

forward through the water twice, goading our raft forward,

Give me two more!” We

pulled twice more, and the boat skirted around another rock and down another drop, and
the river settled and slowed and the rapids subsided. 1 breathed with elation. “Alright
guys! That’s the way to do it!” Pete said, as enthusiastically as he said it his first time and
his next time. “I can tell 1 have a good bunch here!”
“Do they get any worse?” the woman asked with a drawl.
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A little, but not much," said Pete. “We'll be fine if you guys keep it up.” And
we were. Each rapid was similar in ferocity but differed in the technical details.
Sometimes Pete led us sideways before calling for a strong forward pull to swerve around
boulders and down dips. Other times he would let the river take us and maneuver with
the rudder around obstacles. After the first few, he rearranged our positions, attempting
to maximize our strengths. I traded positions with Dad and moved to the back. The
woman moved to the front right, next to Dad and in front of Justin who was now in front
ot me. The rcaiTangement worked, and it was obvious even to us novices that Pete was
pcrfomiing well. Each set of rapids had a name and a path through them, and he knew
them all in order: El Primero, Sunshine, Sledgehammer, Wallslammer. Through each
adrenaline flashed through me with a shock, tightening my grip and widening my eyes.
By the last rapid, 1 was tired and wanted to relax for a while, and everyone else felt the
same way. Pete’s blabbering continued as the Arkansas flowed deeper into the growing
gorge until suddenly, 1,000 feet above us, the Royal Gorge Bridge was a black slash in
the blue sky, thin, from our perspective, as a cord of spider web. The cliffs it spanned
dropped straight down and into the river on either side of us. A little further and the right
cliff blocked the afternoon sun, casting a cool shadow across the river. Entering the cool
darkness, I felt great. Everything was good.
‘'Alright, guys. Time to forget about the bridge cause our last major rapid is
coming up next,” said Pete.
“What’s it called?” the woman asked.
“It’s called ‘Boat Eater.’ In the spring the river is much higher and a whirlpool
develops in front of a huge boulder in the middle of the river, and if you don’t maneuver
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right, it s easy to get caught in front of the boulder and pulled under by the whirlpool,
hence the name."
"Oh, my God. That just sounds awful," the woman replied.
"Oh, don't worry. The river's down right now. It’s not that bad. Let’s see, maybe
we’ll try an artistic maneuver this time,’' he said as the outskirts of the whitewater
grabbed our boat, pulling us toward a huge boulder just right of the middle.
"Alright, let's go down this one backwards,” Pete said and turned us around. To
get through the rapid, he would later explain, the captain has to slowly glide the boat
sideways up to the boulder. At right time, the captain calls "forward!” and the group
pulls around the rock and the boat straightens into a steep drop and shoots through to the
rapid s end. Our route was going to be the same except “backward.” Pete turned us
sideways in the moving water, and the boulder steadily grew, approaching my right side.
The rock was dark and wet from the splashing disturbance it made in the river s flow. It
approached quicker and quicker on my right. 1 grew nervous waiting for Pete to make
the call until it was looming above my head. The boulder grew. Pete hesitated still. The
boulder grew more, and I gripped my oar tighter, my arms and jaws tense. Sweat ran
from my pulsing temple. Water splashed from the right. The boulder was high out of the
water, menacingly impressive, hanging over my head. It was all I could see.
“Come on, Pete!” I thought. I could see discoloring and the rock’s smooth
texture. I could see its running contours. We slipped into its shadow.
“Back two, back two!” Pete finally yelled. It was too late. I tried to paddle but
all I hit was rock, and the river pushed us sideways, up, and nearly vertical on the slanted
boulder. The woman in the front right, two seats in front of me and one in front of Justin
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tell first, slamming into Dad. They splashed into the water together and underneath the
tangle ot everyone else except me. I was standing on the left inside of the boat with the
right side in front ot my face, and everyone else below me was gone, into the rapids and
downstream. The boat curled around the boulder, threatening to flip over on top of me. I
winced, preparing tor the worst when Pete, who somehow stayed in the boat too, pushed
the right side ot the boat down and onto the water's surface. It all happened
instantaneously.
I didn t notice Pete at first, because he was behind me. The look in his swollen
eyes was that of pure horror. His routine was severed, and he hesitated making a
decision.

“Get them out of the water!” I yelled. “Where are they? Where?” I worried,
frantic with a pure dose of survival instinct, numb beyond fear. Water and rock was
everywhere. I glanced through the rapids, upstream and down, but couldn’t find Dad or
Justin. The man without his wife was suddenly clinging to the side of the boat. He
outweighed me by 50 lbs but I pulled him easily into the boat by his forearms. I
remember being aware of every second and the look of fear on the man s wet face and
splashes and flashes of rock and froth.
The cliffs still extended sheerly into the river, so there was no shore on which to
stand.

Where are thev!” I stood for better viewing and saw Justin behind us, floating

with his legs up toward the boat. Pete saw him too.
“Paddle back, paddle back,” Pete screamed and threw me the only other oar in the
boat. “Grab the oar, reach,” he called to Justin and extended his oar into the water.
Justin grabbed the oar. Before Pete and the other man could pull him in, I turned in
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cii cles looking tor Dad, fearing the worst. Til never forget what I saw nor be able to
duplicate what 1 felt. Dad was twenty yards down river, only his helmeted head above
the Irothy splashing water, looking backwards toward the boat, pale and wet with one
arm extended in the air. We made eye contact for only a moment -1 can still see his eyes
opened as wide as his gasping mouth - and then he was gone, down a drop-off and onto
his stomach, splashing frantically through the dark water. The feeling I had was new, and
I ve never had it since. It was beyond a fear of injury or mortality. It was hollow and
ce^ld, and came from the very center of me. It paralyzed me until something
subconscious began.
“forward!, forward!” I yelled.
“Where's the other two?” Pete asked after swinging his head around.
Forward! We have to get him. nown
He listened and we were all paddling forward, chasing a silent splashing head that
was distancing. We gained more speed paddling with Justin reestablished, and Dad
turned toward us, but before Pete could extend an oar, he yelled “Rocks! Turn Around!
Dad turned and banged through the rapid. We gained again but not before more rocks.
He was heaving and spitting water. I wanted to jump in. I was going to jump in, past the
rocks, when Pete started screaming,“Swim to the right! Swim to the right!” Ahead the
right cliff face backed off the river, and Pete knew it. There was a calm place to stop
amongst a slide of sharp, black boulders. We all motioned frantically to the right. Dad
understood and thrashed weakly until he made it. We passed him in the boat, asking if he
was all right, and all he could say between short, heaving breaths was “Where is
everyone else? Did they make it to the side?”
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Hid they? We didn't know. I didn’t

care until now, and we tied the boat along

the scattering ot rocks. Pete and 1 stepped slowly and carefully from boulder to boulder
back towards Dad, who was hunched over in shin high water with bright red streaks of
blood down his leg. Pete, who worked as a nurse in the off season, began checking his
limbs tor tractures. Satisfied, he raised two shaking fingers for Dad to count,
l-ook, man . .. It's two fingers ... Can I catch my breath?” Dad said.
"Yes, yes. Sorry. Take your time,’' Pete said and then continued along the rocks to
where he could see

around the bend and hopefully sight Jim’s boat behind us

overciowded with two rescued passengers, a man and his wife.
“You all right? 1 asked Dad
Yeah, 1 think I’m okay ... all banged up but all right.. . Justin’s okay?
Yeah. What the hell just happened? 1 was so scared. I stayed in and couldn’t
find either of you. 1 saw Justin first and then you. When we made eye contact I knew—
1 know.” Dad said.

1 know.

He lost his shoes in the river, so I gave him mine, and we hobbled back to the boat
together. Pete returned having confirmed his deepest hopes, that everyone else was
rescued from the rapids. A sincere look of failure wrinkled on his brow, and he wouldn’t
raise his head high enough to make eye contact. His voice wavered and broke when he
asked if anyone thought they needed medical attention. He apologized profusely and, out
loud, tried to make sense of the sequence ofevents that led to the first overturned boat
under his watch in over seven years. I don’t think I was the only one who didn’t want to
hear him.
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1 was right about Pete's stories. This type of shit doesn’t occur, not regularly, but
1 was wrong, too. Along the river you can’t know for sure what will happen. It’s
consistent and understandable but not always predictable. You’re never prepared for
these fateful circumstances, and they’re certain to occur, eventually. You can only react
and struggle and often times there’s no time to think and no concept of time, and you’re
washed away, down the Arkansas to the Mississippi and into the Gulf where the river
ends and becomes something else. It happens always and to everyone, yet I often feel
invincible, as it 1 have to lose my mind to something to have it happen, as if I have to
imagine it happening and accept that it will. But, while the river’s course is
predetermined, while you can remember back up river and look ahead to the next set of
rapids, you can only act in the churning present.
1 thought deeply of nothing during the rest of the tour. My mind flashed bad
images and worse ideas. Nobody talked about it, but the woman was obviously shaken.
She sat in the middle of the boat and didn’t paddle. There were no more rapids, and I
really enjoyed the warm, drying sun. I’m sure Dad did too. 1 lay back and looked for
soaring birds but saw nothing but blue. Nearing the end, the canyon dropped
considerably and the river widened and slowed. Grass grew on the shore up to the cliffs.
We saw a small mule deer doe drinking from the river and a pair of Rocky Mountain
bighorn ewes. Neither seemed to notice us pass. Once we exited the river onto dry land,
talking about the accident was no longer taboo. It couldn’t happen again, at least not on
this trip. Riding home in the van, the story was mostly laughable. Pete couldn’t stop
telling the story to the others, explaining how it never happened before like that and
offering excuses for why it happened this time. He didn’t admit anything about trying to
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be artistic and fucking up. 1 knew the tour would torment him for a while, and then the
story would become part of his enthusiastic repertoire. As long as Pete guided rafts down
rivers, our story would endure.
1 felt sorr\' for him as we pulled away. Dad driving still with a sore, mangled hand
that he didn't remember hurting. He let Bel ride in the front with us again, and she was
smiling and happy and fell asleep soon along with Justin in the backseat. I was exhausted
too, but 1 didn't let myself fall asleep with daylight remaining. It was all too beautiful. I
quickly wa otc about rafting and how the adventure had peaked. Darkness settled over my
hands, and 1 fell asleep to the hum of Dad’s truck.
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Chapter 5: Climbing the Mountain

A sudden, heart-piercing sensation tore me from dark, dreamless sleep. I cried
out in fear and my muscles jumped and my clawed hands grasped toward the neck of the
nightnicirish shadow above where 1 lay. Where did I lay?

“Jor, hey. Hey, it’s me.” My eyes adjusted to the dim early morning light, and his
lace came into focus. He was laughing.
“What's so fucking funny?” I forced.
“You,” Dad said. “You all right? What’d you think I was?”
“1 don’t know, a mountain lion or something.” He laughed again, and I
remembered finally where 1 was and how 1 got there and curled deeper into my sleeping
bag and closed my eyes.
“Come on, man. Get up. Let’s go get some breakfast.”
The sun was still behind the ambiguous outline of hills that surrounded the Blue
Mesa Reservoir, and above the hills the eastern sky was a dusty orange that faded into
white and then pale blue and then dark blue over our heads. A handful of stars were still
visible in the west, but the moon was gone. Everything was blurred. It seemed like a
dream but it wasn’t. I could /ee*/ that it wasn’t.
“You still melancholy?” Dad asked.
Melancholia is characterized by depression, apathy, and withdrawal, so I lied the
night before when I lashed out, saying,“Yes, ok. I’m melancholy. Can I be melancholy?
This is bullshit.” And that was all 1 had to say about it. It wasn’t anyone’s fault. Driving
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west trom our ratting trip towards Gunnison, we were all sore and tired but too hungry to
give in. Halt way there, we ended our first major climb atop Monarch Pass and the
C ontinental Divide, elevation 1 1,312 feet, and outside of Gunnison discussed our plans
tor the evening, unanimously deciding to forgo finding a campsite. We had no energy. I
wanted a warm shower. Justin had to eat soon, and Dad needed a bed to sleep in.

“Good. Let's get some food in Crested Butte first and then find a hotel there or
back in Gunnison for the night," Dad said. Before the trip, we reserved ourselves the
right to a hotel room if we needed it. We knew we would but not this soon. It was,
however, well earned, and we drove into Gunnison in near darkness ready to eat and then
sleep. Bel jumped out when we stopped and followed me to a small park that was just a
grassy comer lot with a bench on it and signs everywhere threatening a $40 citation for
those who didn t clean up after their dogs. There was even a plastic bag dispenser
hanging under the warning, but I caught a glimpse of what was hanging under Bel and
didn t care. The way I felt, I would have paid someone $50 to pick it up. I left it there,
but the smell followed me back to the truck.
“You should see what Bel just did," I said, smiling.
“Was she a good girl?" Dad asked, petting her head.
“Not if you cut grass at the park," I said. He laughed.
“Did you get a good look, Jordan? Describe it to me, man," Justin said.
“Fuck you," I said, nicely. “It was bad, though. She must’ve been holding it for a
while. I told you she behaves. There’s a $40 fine, too, so let’s get out of here and eat."
Because of some unspoken reasons and because Bel was so well behaved all day
- on our morning hike, at the Royal Gorge overlook, during
our rafting expedition - I
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was able to convince Dad to let her stay in the truck when we arrived a half hour later in
C rested Butte. “Don't \vorr>'. your steering wheel will still be there,” I said as we walked
into a Mexican restaurant Dad had been to before. The American waitresses were typical
granola-Hippie-mountain types, mostly unattractive and braless in their loose, patterned
Irippery. They didn t seem to enjoy our sudden presence and pretended to not notice us
vv

aitmg to be seated until I grabbed one's sleeve and attention. She seated us in the same

section as a

group ot young, longhaired snowboarders and two four-person tables of time

sharing yuppies. An attractive yuppie woman was so drunk she couldn’t walk, and her
friend had to buttress her into the bathroom. I thought it was pretty funny. Our service
was quick but impersonal. Eveiyone in the room talked loudly amongst themselves, and
we talked about the rafting accident in such detail and repetition that I see it from three
separate perspectives now, and I already knew which was the worst. The Fat Tire draft
was tasty to drink, but the food made us all queasy, and we were ready to leave. Walking
out, I realized the yuppie who couldn’t walk earlier wasn’t as drunk as 1 thought. She
was

drunk, but struggled to walk mainly because she had an artificial right leg.
There were no vacancies in Crested Butte’s few hotels, and 1 was pissed. Justin

slept next to Bel during the long, dark ride back and missed a bushy-tailed red fox bolt
across the road in front of the tmek. We drove to Gunnison’s main strip and into a hotel
parking lot. 1 breathed deep,///?<7//v. Dad returned from the front office.
“No vacancy,” he said.
9

“What do you mean ‘no vacancy?
He meant what he said, and the same went for the second and third and fourth
hotel we passed. There wasn’t one room to be earned in Gunnison, no matter how much
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wc deser\ cd it. It was already late, too late to camp, and the nearest town, Montrose, was
70 miles away.
“Let s just sleep in the truck ‘til morning and then drive into Montrose,” Dad said.
“We can park by the reservoir.”
‘Man, fuck. All 1 wanted was a shower and good sleep,” I said.
“You can sleep in the truck and shower in the morning.”
“No, 1 can't sleep in the truck.”
“1 can," Justin said from the back.
‘Come on, Jordan. Don’t be melancholy. Do you want me to drive to Montrose?
“No.”

“You’re melancholy,” he said, and that’s when I admitted to it, even though I
wasn t depressed, apathetic, or withdrawn. I was angry. I wanted to fight someone, the
person who stole Gunnison’s last vacancy maybe. It would probably be one of those
retiree bikers. Nah, they go to bed early, before the last room was sold. Plus, it wasn t
their fault. It wasn’t anybody’s, really. It just happened.
While all the bikers slept comfortably, though, 1 struggled to doze, half-cocked in
the front passenger seat. I couldn’t stretch my legs or rest my head, and my closed
eyelids weren’t dark in the light of the full moon. Bel was crying in her kennel, and
Justin was breathing smoothly, asleep. I couldn’t take it, uncomfortable in my own skin,
and got out the truck, telling Dad I was sleeping outside. I wanted to get high, but didn’t
know where Justin stashed it and I wasn’t digging through his bag. Nothing was going
right. I sat on the tailgate, my legs swinging below me, Bel sitting next to me, and the
moon shining from behind me and glistening pale on the waveless reservoir. Maybe now
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I was melancholy. Well, I wasn’t apathetic, but I was scared. Rocks and vegetation took
animal and insect form in my lunatic mind. What was out in the darkness? I don’t
remember it overwhelming me, lying there on the tailgate with Bel curled warmly
between my legs. It was only there a moment before something lunged at me, grabbing
my shoulder.
“You want some breakfast or what?” he asked again after waking me.
“Yca, let's go,” I said, rubbing sleep from my eyes.
Dad drove west, still on Hwy 50, along and across and along the other side of the
Blue Mesa Reservoir. Built in 1966 by the Bureau of Reclamation, it’s the largest lake in
C olorado and runs longitudinally through the rocky hills like a thin, glassy ^ord and
sometimes widening so that the small mountains across it reflect wholly, upside-down
and nebulous in the lake's wind-bom ripples. As the sun brightened the sky behind the
mountains, they revealed their all of their dimensions in the form of hazy depths and
well-defined, sloping ridges previously invisible in the darkness. The light didn t shape
them. It only revealed their volume.
As the highway wound its way through the rocky, sage-covered upthrusts of the
western slope, here and there rays of the now risen sun painted the landscape, returning
the color taken in the night. The landscape’s living shades, I was thinking, don’t belong
to the Earth. The sun leaves at night, and the landscape, like a heart between a beat, fades
to cold blues and grays before featureless black. It’s on this dark canvas that the earliest
trickles of light drip down in every conceivable hue of living green and completely
covering the dry, cliff-lined, rocky terrain. The sun gives, the land holds, the darkness
takes away.
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But the sun never goes away. It's just an illusion and maybe it was just my
waking eyes, the w ay 1 saw things. They were swollen and sandy-feeling for lack of
sleep but saw plainly the growing stripes of life. The sagebrush shrublands, warming in
the sun, w

ere mottled and pungent, dank with a strange sweetness underlying an

ovei*\vhelming, organic must that reeked of growth and decay. The grass stood dead
brown splashed with pure stands of silver-green sagebrush and darker flecks of
rabbitbrush. Where vegetation didn’t grow, the eartli was faded red in the early morning,
contrasting sharply with the light blue sky along jagged ridgelines. The high clouds were
darker than the sky yet benign and outlined in pink, and birds of prey hunting dawn
soared too high to see, well below the clouds, and back into view again. Black-billed
magpies with their large, strikingly black and white bodies flew short distances to other
groups of magpies, and 1 was lucky enough to see a pair of colorless sage grouse take
flight. I showed them to Dad who saw them after they had made the transition from
quick, frantic beats to a smooth, gliding span. 1 thought maybe they were escaping a
fully plumed male when Dad pointed to a small group of mule deer, none fully plumed.
The does nibbled and looked, nibbled and looked. The morning was charged with the
coming of day.
q want to see some elk,” I said.
“You don’t see many elk from a road like this. You gotta get into the mountains
and find them,” Dad explained.
“So there’s no chance of seeing one through here, then.”
“You might glimpse one, but it wouldn’t be a real elk.”
“Oh, it’d be a fake elk.”
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^ oil know w liat I mean. In the summer when it's w^ami they stay way up in the
mountains. You might be able to find them down here in the winter, but it’s gonna be
cold w hen you do."
"Y'all got one. huh?"
"Yeah, we did."
"Was it hot or cold?"
"Um, mild."
"So, where were the elk?”
"You never knew."

"Why?"
‘‘C ausc we were looking for one.
All the while, our altitude was dropping, and we were losing the western slope s
rocky cliffs and small mountains to rolling foothills between dry, open fields of brown
and green. We bent around a final large hill and the plain spread before us, extending
indefinitely to the south and to curvy white mountains that looked fake to the north.
Some of it was green pastureland, and some of it was tawny, semi-desert shrubby with
more

sagebrush and some greasewood. We passed some homes and more and then more,

until there were side streets and then small businesses and then plastic and neon in reds
and yellows that made me hungrier, but we wanted to eat a better breakfast. Hwy 50
turned into S. P' St., and we couldn’t find anything but fast food open, so we turned left
onto 550, The Million Dollar Highway,” and were sitting down in the Montrose
Denny’s a couple miles and five minutes later, silently happy.
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\Vc ate like men eating their last meal or their first
after almost having their last,
and the

ser\ iee was slow but friendly, and vve took our time. There’s much pleasant

about eating when you're hungry and not worrying about what’s next and smiling and
talking and making each other laugh, even in plastic diners like Denny's that are all the
same and attract the same people. This early in the morning, old folks outnumbered
every other group, w hich included blue-collars. Church-goers (it must be Sunday), three
vacationing couples reading brochures, and us. Cordoned, a wrinkled group drank coffee
and smoked cigarettes, and the translucent haze above them was a confluence ofsteam
and smoke. Through the open kitchen, looking between two large silver appliances, I
could see two waitresses, then three, smoking also. They all wore the same green shirts
and teased hair-dos and talked with their hands and smoked the same way. The cooks
there were Indians, and a couple of the blue-collars were Indians and one stared hardbrowed out of the window next to his booth and smoked a cigarette. There’s a similar
blank stare back home, I remembered, at Dot’s Diner next to the Triangle, by the
toothless old “tuckheads” whose tattoos you can’t see anymore. They re served only
coffee by teens with tattoos, and they all appear disillusioned and suffer from a lack of
enchantment. The waitresses at Dot’s are still too young to be disillusioned and serve
with a smile, optimistic about things and anticipating going out later that night. They’re
usually friendly, too, and outspoken, and skinny Jenna once ate a Big Dot breakfast to
prove she could to

waitress who said she couldn’t, and she’d love to be in Denny’s right

now with us.
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;
()// shit, Jenna!" 1 thought. What if she would have come, as she was going to?
What if she was in the boat? 1 know I would have dove in but hated
thinking about it and
siiook it from my head.
“Whatcha shaking for?" Dad asked.
Nothing," I said. “Just tiding to w^ake up.”
Dad continued from there, telling Justin about how funny it was waking me up
earlier, and they laughed at my expense, but 1 was happy they were happy and made the
nght choice to keep Jenna to myself and save their good morning minds from fear and
doubt. They'd think about it eventually.
Justin was so pleasant he wanted to ride in the front, which meant he’d try to stay
awake, at least for the thirty miles into Ridgway, the “Gateway to the San Juans,

on 550

south. The route was shaped by the Uncompahagre watershed as Dad was shaped under
Paw's

rough, demanding tutelage, which developed during his days ofsimple struggle in

southwestern Louisiana, in the good oT days. Still, good times are everywhere - you just
have to look — but the best times are always in the unreachable past, and even better times
never

really happened to you but to those you wanted to be before you became something

else, like a father. Dad was the third son offour, but really the first and only. He alone
would cut the grass in the sticky summer heat and drink rubbery water from the hose
before working elsewhere. Then he’d walk the mile to buy Paw some cigarettes in the
afternoon and go inside with sunset for the first time since he awoke, having earned his
wami meal and safe rest and, maybe, enough change to catch a Sunday bus to the show
for a Western. There he had his good times and watched the cowboys have better ones
amongst the unadulterated landscapes of the Old West. Two of his favorites. How the
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It as fi on and li ne Cjrii were tilmed in Ridgway for its setting, and I’m sure somewhere
Dad recognized the valley and the forested foothills of his past humbled under the still
unadulterated massits to the north. The first of the San Juans stand bare, glaring in
I
sunlight and moonlight like a row of broken teeth with two incisors, Uncompahagre Peak
and Mt. Sneffels. to the far left and right, respectively. I stared back at them respectfully
Irom the wamith of the valley, admiring their lofty, summer snowfields and realizing
Dad's

reverence lies deeper still, beyond admiration for their magnificence and into the

recesses ol his childhood dreams. The dreams of his past year were now coming true,

as

he entered Ridgway with his sons. Good times were ahead.
We got the last available room at the Motel 8. It was a smoking room, reeking of
cowboy killers, and Bel's animal odor would have improved the smell, but Dad

was

alraid to bring a dog inside, so we kenneled her. Dad showered first, dressed, and was
outside with Bel before I finished showering second. 1 napped while Justin showered,
and we both napped when he was finished. We got up sometime, dressed, and rolled.
Dad was standing by the truck with Bel sitting next to him, wagging her tail. They
watched us with different body language as we walked up.
“Where y'all been? I’ve been out here two hours waitin’ on y’all,” Dad said.
“We haven't even been here that long,” Justin said. We hadn’t.
“1 have an idea, let’s sleep all fucking day.”
“It's not even ten yet.” Justin said.
“Hxactly, half the day’s gone.”
“He's melancholy, huh,” Justin said, looking at me. 1 agreed with a little bit of
both of their arguments.
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arc wasting more lime talking about it/’ I said, knowing we had today and
tom(.)nx)\\ and that s all we really planned for.

Let’s just go.”

Dad dro\ c south, still on “The Million Dollar Highway,” and it looked the part.
In the rising. Montane dale, open pastureland was apportioned by barbed wire and
mottled with stands of a bright green, deciduous mix. The trees were squat and their
lea\ es lluttered. happy to be in the valley in the summertime. From the pasture, an
evergreen toresl ascended to the top and over smaller mountains in a strict formation of
straight and stiff Icavcs, pointing higher toward the towering, rocky peaks they would
nevei overcome. The peaks contained the valley of healthy flora, and the enormously
blue sky contained the peaks. The sun’s golden glaze sweetened eveiything, and we

were

soon in Ouray.
The town of Ouray is one of the oldest in Colorado’s San Juan Mountains,
important enough in 1875 to receive an early post office. The prospectors, however,
wcie there first, and then the railroads. Then came townies and some tourists, and then
cars and more tourists, and in the same fashion as the railroad, there’s one way in and one
way out. On the other side of town, the road climbs steeply and high into the craggy
mountains between Ouray and Silverton, over Red Mountain Pass at its highest point.
We were still low, relatively, and nestled like the town under two sunny peaks. Natural
hot springs collected into a large pool are early on the right, but we drove past the
crowded water, expecting to return later. Next to the springs was a big field with people
and pets en joying the weather underneath the mountains and clouds. If Ridgeway is the
front gate, Ouray is the front door at the end of a long, green courtyard surrounded by the
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mountains tliai protect it, watch over it, and there's nothing ominous or worrisome about
them.

all w ant to stop licrc. check it out?" Dad asked.
“Let s hike somew here," 1 said, and Justin said, “Yeah, let's get up in the
mountains."
“Well, y'all can, if 1 can't."
At the end of tow n, the road climbed back and forth into the mountains where we
knew there w as hiking from motel brochures. We turned after a sign into the first site.
Box C anyon, on a narrow and climbing rocky road and parked in a small, empty parking
lot in the shade of trees.

We walked to the entrance of Box Canyon Falls Park but

weren t interested. There was an admission price, and we couldn’t bring Bel, so we
walked down the parking lot to an open wooden gazebo with a graffitied picnic table and
sat on the table in the shade. Sitting high, we could see over the nearby ledge into a
section ot the canyon, and its walls were straight and tall enough to look like a cardboard
refrigerator box, and a clear stream that 1 knew was cold flowed through the flat canyon
bottom, sometimes Filling it from wall to wall but often leaving humps of land dry, rocky.
and bush-covered.

The clear gurgling reminded me 1 was thirsty, and we drank bottled

w'ater, just as cold, in the cool shade and talked about it. It meant a lot of things, and it
lasted until 1 hiked back up the slope and drove the truck around. We were going to try
further up the mountain, planning to work up towards Red Mountain Pass. Dad and
Justin and Bel got in the truck, and 1 drove back to the road and then up the mountain.
After a few switchbacks, I turned left into another park.
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I dro\ c through the campground, and vve passed several trailheads. One of the
lirst had a picture ot a waterfall, and the hike was only a little over a mile round trip, said
the bulletin hoard. Pets were to be kept on a leash. I parked and we stood in the shade of
aspens by the tailgate and had some beef jerky and a beer and decided to take the trail
down. I tilled the wine skein with chilled zinfandel before we left slightly uphill into
shaded \\ oods with Bel leading the way. Dad carried her leash in case, but she stayed
close

anyway, not running ahead as much, which wasn’t a sign of apprehension or lack of

interest. She

was learning, and it impressed me to know that she wasn’t wasting energy

as she shouldn t have yesterday. She was exhausted after our early morning hike and the
rest of the day wasn t herself, and that she grasped this in one day spoke of her ability to
learn on her own. She also learned what we taught and sat and stayed when we paused at
the top of the long rise and drank some wine and rested. Bel looked at each of us while
we drank as if she wanted a turn, and I would have given her some if it would have done
her any good. She was happy enough, smiling like a child and starving for input and
affection, too, and we continued and she smelled new smells and crouched into steep
declines for the first time and ran back tail-wagging for assurance, coming uphill as we
were coming down.
The trail continued downhill after the first rise and turned into a series of cutbacks
between long, level straightaways. The shade dominated the small patches of sunlight,
and we couldn’t see through the canopy to other ridges or mountains or ahead to the
waterfall and the end of the trail, which never seemed to arrive. The trail wasn't deeply
worn or clearly marked, but we still continued downhill the whole time, thinking but not
worrying about getting back up. At least three of us weren’t, and finally the trail opened
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into a rocky slrcanibcd a couple of Bel leaps wide. It flowed left, down towards Ouray.
You could see a few rooftops through the cut in the trees.
“Bel, get o\ er here!" Dad yelled. There were other hikers upstream and down.
She splashed back through the creek, and he leashed her. We drank more wine sitting on
boulders in the shade next to the clear stream that was icy cold and thick and obviously
delicious to Bel like the wine was to us. Dad squirted some more and said, “You’re
going to have to pick me up in town, Jordan.”
“You're going down that way?” I asked, pointing.
“Yeah, man. My knee is killing me. Tm gonna take Bel to check out town.
“1 want to check out the waterfall.
"I know, take your time, but get back up that hill when you’re done.’
Wc talked about when and where we would meet again and parted in opposite
directions. As Justin and I climbed around a bend, the top of the waterfall showed, and
then the whole cliff face rose above the treeless horizon of the snowmelt-bom, waterfallfed, cliff-rock-lined stream. The loud splashing of falling water

on wet rock echoed off

the sheer, gray wall that towered over us and looked like the cross section of an
amputated ridge. The waterfall carved a superficial but dividing “V’ into the top of the
wall and fell, broken misty once, onto a pile of enormous boulders fallen sometime
before us. 1 had never seen anything like it before and was amazed at its changing
dimensions. Only with familiar references could you really understand its size. 1 stared
at it walking and caught, lightly from the comer of my right eye, movement, serpentine
and scai-y. My heart flinched before my legs jumped me sideways, forearm into Justin,
saying, “Snake!”
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“Where!?”

“Right there, look, slithering by that tree.”
9”

“I see it, damn. Did you almost step on it or something:
“Almost. Let's eheek it out.*’

I he snake stopped when w e approached and remained motionless. It was olive
colored w ith brow n lines running its length of maybe an arm and was no wider than a
thumb. It was obviously benign and crushable, but Justin didn't question my outburst. A
snake is a snake. no matter the size, especially when you barely catch its movement.
You’re alw'ays scared and then, if the encounter doesn’t become threatening, you’re
cither repulsed or captivated. You either retreat a little more wary or follow with an
almost fearful but exciting reverence that’s really a dark interest you have, and you
always w ant to show' other people.
"Hey, there's a snake up here,” I told another hiker. He was a young teenager and
properly equipped with heavy hiking boots and cargo shorts. He’d obviously camped
before with his family and was immediately interested, which is one of two reactions I
expected from him. The other would be to run. Never is someone apathetic, but Justin
and I eventually grew disinterested and left the kid, stone-faced, looking at the snake.
We turned back to the waterfall, and I remembered I had never seen anything so
immense. The horizontal layers ofjagged rock piled into the clear sky and eroded and
fell in some places, hollowing shady alcoves of wet rock behind the misty falls. The
closer to the falls, the bigger the boulders in the widening streambed, and the biggest
ones at the bottom were bigger than anything living and living on them was something
green. Approaching, I saw^ someone climb down the wall, and I climbed upas I thought
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L

lie must ha\ c, using arms and then legs up onto the next level. When the levels stopped
at a sheer t'ace and eontiniied high above my head, 1 crept along the ledge of layered cliff
towards the w aterfall. The rock was slippery and then the air was misty, and the ledge
opened intti a roomier space behind the falling water. I followed the water down with my
eyes, and the trip's over if 1 fall or we have to leave Colorado at least, so I stayed from
the edge and didn't dare look up. Justin took pictures from below and said 1 was just a
spec in the frame, and when he showed me where I was and as I recognized little rocks I
climbed. 1 felt much smaller.
1 here was only a tine mist on the wall, and I didn’t realize I was wet until I was
on the streambed. My hair was dripping and my shirt was damp but my shoes weren’t
wet enough for me to feel. My pants were waterproof by design for the joint in my
pocket rolled in the hotel room. It was dry, and we smoked in an opening in the woods
across the stream from the trail end. The sun was shining through and felt warm on my
wet shoulders, and the stream gurgled almost out of sight through the trees light and dark.
“Why didn't you pull this out earlier?”
“Because you’re the one who smokes, remember,” I said and laughed.
"'Aw, fuck you. You got me,” Justin said and smiled. “That’s messed up though.
“Why’s it like that, you think?”
“Because I got busted.
“Not with much.”
“Nah, but with some.
“If they only knew, huh.
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I he con\ ersation slopped and we thought about it, one of the most meaningful
and encompassing statements you could make. It worried me not because of what could
be re\ ealed but because it was reciprocal. No personal relationship is clear of this
translucent liaze that keeps us. ultimately, close but apart. Through it we see the outlines
ol' the perst>n, the basic shapes, and as we learn more, the picture clears and gains
dimensiems but is never palpable, at least not in my experience. Maybe it’s a good thing.
“I don't think Dad would have cared,” Justin said.
“Yea, but he'd rather not know.”
I a Iking about Dad reminded us to leave, and we crossed the stream once more
and climbed onto the trail. 1 paused and watched through my sunglasses three hikers
pass, and then a college-looking guy passed alone. He had long hair and sandals and
probably what we used to have but had no more. We continued to climb and stopped
after twenty-live good strides that burned my quadriceps more than my lungs. The
sensation disappeared with more zinfandel, which was light and crisp. It didn’t coat the
mouth and heavy the stomach like the merlot. It cleared my breathing, and the fresh
mountain air flowed in and out, in and out. It carried the safe, familiar smell of
evergreen. The temperature was perfect, and the sun was bright and warm. It touched
everything it could.
“Hold up here, man,” Justin said after another leg in our hike. “My legs are
burning.”
“Mine too,” I said and squirted a thin stream of wine that splashed off the top of
my mouth and over my tongue. Some dripped from my lips, and I wiped it with my arm.
I passed the skein to Justin who took a few pulls. Only when we were done did we notice
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ahead in a clearing ot ihe trees a sunlit promontory. It overlooked the valley that sat
underneath the tm\ n ot Ouray whose houses sat underneath a carpet of flat-leaved trees.
1 he e\ ergreens stacked on top of each other by the thousands up the mountain across
from our mountain. 1 hey looked small but when you looked down at the houses and then
back up at the trees, you realized they were at least fifty feet tall, some much taller. Near
the bottom where

stream splashed down from white-capped heights, a pure stand of

blue spruce grew bunched together, and they stood out amongst the greener Engelmann
spruce spaced across the tan colored cliff face that towered above the houses and made
them seem more insignificant than the trees did. After rising taller than any building, the
formation tapered eonically and the individual conifers, distant and tiny, blended together
into a hazy forest that almost reached the top, which split in two humps like knuckles.
“Look, there's the twan peaks,” I said and pointed. One was barely taller but they
had the same basic shape and stood together in the sun and in the rain. They couldn’t
ever remember not being together, and neither could anyone else. In Ouray there was a
sign with “Twin Peaks” on it for the Best Western Twin Peaks,

You think that’s what

it’s named after?” I asked Justin.
“It could be. Or it could be for the two big mountains surrounding the town,

We

were looking at one and standing on the other.
“Or maybe it says something about the duality of nature,” I said.
“Could be.”
“You know, how everything resonates back and forth in patterns. Night and day.
Summer and winter. Sleep and consciousness. Male and female. Birth and death. It all
comes and goes in waves...” I was looking over the valley, watching a raptor fly low
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abo\ c some trees and glide high above on an updraft and then fall back low again, and for
a second I could tly just the same - I dream of it often, soaring on a wave of air and over
homes and fields and always in the blue sunny sky, afraid to land, floating in the middle
of e\ erything else, high in ever>' sense. The ground is low, and when I land I can never
take oft' again, fm afraid to, afraid to let go of the earth but knowing I must to get back.
“Yeah, maybe the name runs that deep,” 1 said with sarcasm.
“C3r maybe the hotel owner named it after his big-tittied wife,” Justin answered,
making me laugh. He brought me baek to where we were, standing on a mountainside in
C olt>radc^. 1 his wasn't our first moment toizether, either. We had always been together
and have seen and know the samez things. His accomplishment is mine, as is his failure,
and we have braved much,from divorce to sudden death. We climbed this mountain
together and would climb many more.
We watched some mule deer far below us outside of town and looked for some
elk but saw none and left. A few more legs up toward the truck and we couldn t see
where we stopped before. The forest sunounded us blocking any views, but was nice and
cool. 1 was still sweating and heaving, and my legs were burning when a middle-aged
hiker caught my attention further up the trail through the trees. He cupped his hands to
his mouth and yelled, “Thomas!” and then walked down to us. He was in shape for his
age but already breathing heavy.
“Excuse me, you guys, Tm looking for my son. Have you seen anyone pass?”
“A few people have,” 1 said. “What does he look like?”
“Well, he’s about your age, brown hair. He was wearing a red shirt.”
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1 remembered the college kid at the bottom of the trail, a long half mile behind
and below us. Did he have on a red shirt? He definitely had brown hair.
“Is his hair long?” 1 asked.
“fairly.”
“Did he have on sandals?”
“He has .sandals, ves.
“1 saw him,” 1 answered quickly.

At the very bottom.

“Are you sure?”
I w as but not as sure as I w'ould have if I wasn’t so lightheaded. “Yea, pretty
sure.”
“C^kay, thanks,’' he said and walked down. We walked up and had to stop a
couple more times before the very top. Exiting the dank evergreens w^e found the ground
w/as still grassy and soft before the small dirt parking lot. A kid younger than me came
Jogging from the camping sites up the road, urgent about something. He had on untied
hiking boots and cargo shorts. His hair was brown and shaggy but not long. His shirt
was red.
“Oh fuck,” I thought and looked at Justin, who was smiling and shaking his head.
“You lied to that old man. That’s messed up,” he said.
“I didn’t mean to.”
“He's gonna have a heart attack getting back up that mountain.”
“No shit. I feel bad.” But not bad enough to chase down his son, who was now
out of sight down the trail. I could still hear him, though, cracking through the
underbrush and yelling “Daaaad!” We hurried to the truck and drove off the mountain on
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our \\

a\' to pick up our Dad. \Vc told him the story, and he felt bad for the old man too.

Legs burning and chest heaving, they'd stumble from the woods together and never
forget it.

I hey d hate us. But then again, the old man and his son will always be able to

tell about the time when some punks with strange accents led them awiy, and that
memor\- would remind them of others and all of the camping and hiking they did together
that summer.

We were all tired from the camping and hiking we had done as well. All that we
had been through weighed heavy on our shoulders. Dad and Justin were beat up and
maybe broken from the river, and I hadn’t slept. We were all hungry and wanted to get
horizontal for a while, but it wasn’t time yet to quit the day, according to Dad.
Why y all want to quit now? We might miss something.”
Some sleep maybe,” Justin said.
No, man. You'll never miss sleep. Are you gonna remember that time you slept
in C olorado.^ We might see something good.”
Where? We’ve been all around Ouray.” I said.
"Let's go to Red Mountain Pass. It’s right up the road, not too far. Maybe twenty,
thirty miles.” he said. “You drive Jor.”
1 reluctantly agreed. I was in no mood to drive or ride even, especially not to
drive, but 1 wanted to see the pass after Dad’s convincing. I knew he wanted to go badly,
and Justin agreed too. I didn’t understand why 1 was picked to drive, but someone had to
and sometimes

you have to do what you don’t want to do. And in these situations, you

shouldn t complain. Don’t bitch and feel sorry for your situation because at any time you
can make it not your situation. You don’t have to do anything you don’t want to do. 1
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could lia\ c

gone limp in ilic scat and closed my eyes. 1 could have avoided the road and

its t\\ ists and turns and magnificent panoramas behind its precipitous gorges that rim just
Icct from passing cars. Someone else would have had to drive then. Dad or Justin, and 1
\v(.)uld ha\ e just been along for the ride. But it was my turn to work, and it had been a
long time coming.
I he fifty mile section between Ouray and Silverton is where the Million Dollar
Highway makes its money. Rising from Ouray along switchbacks before leveling and
curv ing alongside the dizzying Uncompahgre Gorge, I drove carefully with death for us
all anticipating just a lapse in concentration or just chance. This section of Hwy 550 is
the most a\ alanchc prone route in the country. The mountains dive straight down,some
from over I 4,()()() feet, interrupted by a thin line that is the road and continuing far into
the sharp recesses ol the gorge cut deep by glaciation. Drivers and snow plow operators
are killed by falling rocks and falling snow that’s as hard as rock or by falling
themselves, which is more preventable. Where avalanches are unavoidable, road builders
bored though the mountain, leaving gray rock tunnels wide enough for two lanes and
long enough for the avalanches to pass safely overhead. I’m sure many lives have been
saved, but many haven’t. Many have died along the Million Dollar hoping to make just
that, for Ouray and Silverton are bom of the mines, as Red Mountain between them oozes
iron and other precious ore. Metal mining works that seem to hang inaccessibly on its
rusty red face have produced hundreds of millions in gold. We knew nothing about it at
the time, other than what we were learning from observation. They must’ve been after
something of value, drilling and climbing and dying as they did. 1 wouldn’t have wanted
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to do it. lianging trom a\ alanche-tossed cliffs and digging inside collapsing shafts maybe
tor a bit ot something shiny but probably for just more rock.
Around c\ ciy precipitous cur\ e was another amazing vista. We were all silent,
gazing in amazement, knowing we had accomplished something just by getting here.
M(.)re than 1 ().()()() feet aho\ e sea level the alpine valley grew a thick Engelmann spruce—
siibalpine lir forest broken by wet meadows with ponds or streams and always with
lichen-covered rocks, fhe trees were old and big and reminded me of aged cypress
stands, though Tve never seen one nearly as large. The basin was a couple of miles
across and a few miles long and completely contained by an arena of ridges and summits
that hadn’t shifted an inch in any man’s memory or writing. It was solid and held the
sw ampy valley together and would always be here for me and for my children. 1 liked
the leeling of solid foundation. The ground didn’t fall from under my feet as it did at
home.
But, of course, if everything stays the same, then nothing changes. Nothing gets
any worse, but nothing improves, either. So far we had seen Capulin Volcano up close
and the Sangre de Cristos from a distance. We slept safely amongst the dry peaks of the
Wet Mountains but soaked in the Royal Gorge. The sun rose over us and the Blue Mesa
Reservoir at the same time, and it lit the mighty entrance of the San Juans that we passed
through and then climbed into the heart of it all. I loved the beauty of the terrain and the
red mountain so much that I couldn’t take my eyes from it long enough to think about it,
and 1 realized that, while it was all very beautiful and I thought 1 could stay there forever,
I still didn't know how I'd feel about it all years later, if I did. Fresh to me, the scenery
showed me something new every time I looked, but if I drove this same route and saw
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tliis same iiKnintain e\ cr\ day. would my love remain? Or is it just an infatuation? To
really lo\ e \ ou ha\ e to also appreciate the deeper aspects - the tremendous natural forces
that ga\ e it existence through to the lineaments now across its face and the balance of life
it supports. Oftentimes, however, this depth isn't there and the bond breaks.
But a bond is a bond not because it can’t be broken. The ability to break a bond is
what makes it one. But then there's a price to pay. Things will not be better for a long
time, but tearing dow n is the best way to build back up. You can’t improve on something
w'hen it has a shallow foundation, and 1 think this is where they found themselves. It
wasn't getting any better. There was no more room to add on, and I don’t blame them for
tearing it all dow n. dividing it up, and starting over. If they hadn’t, we wouldn’t be here
right now. higher together than w'e had ever been. We had come so far.
And at the end of the valley the road crests at its highest point, 11,018 feet higher
than our own home atop Red Mountain Pass. It was misty and windy in the basin, but it
cleared rising to the top, and we parked off the road near the pass’s official sign. We
stood around the tailgate of the truck and took in the scene, eating peanuts and dropping
the shells in the back of the truck, talking about what all we had done. The pass’s sign
gave the name and the altitude and the exact summit line, where going either way means
you’re going down. .lustin and I posed for a picture in front of it with the line between
us. I didn’t see Dad take the picture and, riding back toward Ouray I had no idea how it
would all turn out. 1 have an idea of how it might, but a lot will have to develop before
we can see it.
Since a similar snapshot taken in the early 80s of Dad with Paw and Lyle atop
nearby C'oehetopa Pass, much has developed, and it’s now evident from the photo that it
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\vt>uld 1ki\ c. Dad stands prominently in the middle, wearing a white and grey sweater
and a dark beard, liis liands in his pockets. Off to the right, Lyle crowds near Paw, who’s
leaning i>ut ol'the side of the frame. Both of them have their hands in their pockets too,
and tliey're \\ earing identical jean jackets. Paw's more worn. Instead of an old white
cow boy liat, lev ie s w earing a ball cap given to him by Paw, and Paw’s shadow across
l.yle's face is the only shadow in the picture. They all look warm in front of a white,
frigid background, and they are clearly consumed with the excitement of their trip. They
didn't know then that Dad, as the picture hints, would be the one to stand strong and
alone or that Lyle would choose to live in the comfortable shadow of everyone else,
especially that of Paw\ who w as partly out of the exposure then and all the way out

now.

Lhc picture says so much, but what the future held was of no consequence. They were in
C'olorado and having a great time together.
Later during that trip. Paw and Dad hunted elk alone in the mountains
surrounding Lake City, just beyond the eastern horizon from Red Mountain. From Paw s
four-wheel-drive Bronco, scoping the mountainsides all day, they saw nothing but kept
looking. They didn't mind being out there. The morning was just starting to leave with
the cold, and a breeze blew across the empty ridges. Dad wasn’t searching any longer
when Paw spotted a bull elk five-hundred yards away and high on a windy mountainside.
He was moving towards the ridge top and would be behind a tree line and over in just a
few^ more strides.
"‘Take a shot!” Paw said. It was an impossible shot, but Dad sprang from the
vehicle and shot near the elk. The animal bolted when it heard the blast and was over and
gone. Dad hadn’t hit it.
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“Damn! I liat

was a nice one.” he said. “Too far though.’’

I hev kn c\\ it w as a lost cause, try ing to chase after it.
Once it’s gone, it’s usually
gone, so they forgot about it and continued to loop around the mountain back toward
camp. 1 he\' \\ ere nearing the main road that led to the ranch when, right in front ofthem,
the same elk ran across the road and up onto the opposite mountainside. It had doublebacked and made a big mistake. Bv the time Dad had his .30-06 out and the elk in its
crosshairs, the animal was quartering away in huge chunks, closing on two-hundred
yards. Dad focused and brought his aim up from behind it and held near the front of its
shoulder before cracking the trigger. Neither he nor Paw heard the report, but they both
heard the bullet thump into elk hide just before it crested the ridge. They knew it was a
hit.
1 hit him. I know I hit him.” Dad said.
You did, you did!” Paw said, slapping his back. They had different roles but
shared the same feeling exactly. Dad hiked to where Paw said he knew the animal had
been hit. What had taken the elk a few easy strides took Dad more than ten minutes and
two heavy breathing stops along the way. He searched all around but saw nothing, still
convinced that he hit it. He didn’t expect a carcass, for elk usually have to be tracked.
There were, however. no tracks. The ground was too hard. Looking down into valleys
on both sides of the ridge and evergreen forests and hills all around, it all seemed futile.
Walking back toward the Bronco, much closer than he thought the elk was from the
bottom, he passed a swath of snow-lined crevices on the mountainside, and he smiled
when he saw it and picked

cold handful up. He brought it back down to Paw, and they

smiled tcigctlicr. Soaking deep in the white snow was dark red blood - the beginning of
the end for the elk.

But hloi>d isn't the end of everything. It was the beginning ofsomething for Dad
and Paw. and it ga\ e them a purpose. More work was necessary, though, to make the
most out of it

to make it all something meaningful beyond meaning. Their elk was

somewhere o\ er the ridge, and all they had to do was find it. They began their search and
soon they'd ha\e it and never forget it.
I hey returned to the ranch and prepared motorcycles knowing where the elk ran
after being hit. h veryone there congratulated them and offered to help find it, but they
had the right track and wanted to take it themselves. Upon finding the carcass, they
would field dress it, quarter it, and pack it onto a sled they could pull back to camp. It
was a good plan and the bikes ripped down the paved roads and onto dirt ones, spraying
dust behind them into the wind that blew through their faces. They reached the site and
passed where the bloody snow lay now pinker and melted in the bright sun, but they
couldn’t make it to the crest where the elk disappeared into the blue sky. The incline was
too steep for their bikes, so they rode back to the ranch still excited. They knew they
were close. It was just over the hill.
Three hours after Dad’s shot they saddled two horses and rode back to the spoor,
Trailing slowly, they followed it over the ridge and onto the top of a bowl that curved
down into a forested alpine meadow, high in the Rockies. They knew from past
experience to stay high around the side of the bowl. A wounded animal takes the path of
least resistance, and their elk, trying to escape over the next ridge like elk before and
since, w ouldn't have dipped low into the spruce and fir but would have curved around
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high anei o\ cr ilic opposite crest. They guided their horses carefully down the ridge line,
finding blood betbre ino\ ing on further. When they couldn’t find the next splash after
scouring in arcs around the last one for a while, they spotted a large light and dark brown
mass slumped into a stand of bristlecone pine. Their hoi*ses halted, and they dismounted.
I he elk. just a tew feet away, shifted weight. Its heart still beat but weakly. When Dad
approached, it heaved one last time in desperation and he shot it with a previously
unholstored .45 magnum revolver. It didn't move again until they moved it, hoisting it
from a tree branch and taking the best parts of it all to keep for themselves and some to
uive to (.others. After finding the pictures for the first time, I had a piece of the story, and
I've heard it many times since.
Ibich time 1 hear it. though, the story ends with Dad and Paw cleaning their kill. It
begins with them spotting the deer or earlier, when they left in the Winnebago and could
drink more beer, because they didn't have to stop on the side of the road to piss. They
stopped at the Big Texan in Amarillo while mounted mule deer and elk heads watched
them eat steaks and drink more beer, and they barely made it to snowy Cochetopa pass
and stopped at the summit to give the vehicle a rest. There they took a couple pictures.
The trip continued with an elk hunt, and right when they were ready to quit and return to
the ranch for rest, they saw their prize high on a ridge. The story continues through the
hunt but always stops there. There’s no mention of how they were too tired to pack that
night or how they left after sleeping in or how the ride home was shorter than the ride
there.
The ascent into and through Colorado and the trip s highest point, the climax, was
all that really mattered. Coming back you’re facing in the opposite direction and all you
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can see is home. The trip is behind you and behind your eyelids, and I opened my closed
eyes there, att>p Red Mountain Pass and took it all in at our highest point. Dad and Justin
lot>ked like each other looking toward the west with their cheeks painted pink by the
falling sun that was colored rod over an uneven horizon of mountains. The sky was
turning blue and would be black soon, and the night's first and only star twinkled straight
o\ er our head, \\ atehing us proudly.
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Kpilogue: A Sudden Ending
It \\ as sudden and sharp. \Vc thought we had more time. The end had come, and
1 could no kuiger sec the freckled hand in front of my face. Where did it all go?
Now liere. file mountains were still there,just ask the trees. They answered with
a loud w hisper in the wind. It was all there still; we just couldn’t see through the
darkness al ter the setting of the crimson sun. We expected the horizon to be farther, and
it could ha\ e been, much farther. But a mountain stood in the way, stealing the light
belt>re it was ready to leave. It turned cold.
“C'cnne on, y'all. Let's go,” Dad said and brought us back down the mountain,
rhere w as no moon, and starlight wasn't enough to reveal our surroundings. The truck
hummed and w e remained silent, thinking to ourselves. Dad rubbed his stubbled chin,
and Justin scribbled something in the backseat by the light of a cell phone. I thought
about my mom and sister at home, together.
Even down the dark, treacherous road, I was confident in Dad’s ability to make it.
His head dipping and his grip slipping caught out the comer of my eye, however,jerked
me to attention.
“Hey, are you ok?”
“Yeah, yeah. I'm fine. Just getting' a little tired, you know. I wasn’t tired yet
myself.
“Yeah. You want me to drive?”
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"Nall. I can make it."
And lie did, all the \\ a\ down the mountain, through Ouray, and into Ridgway.
We crossed the road hy our hotel parking lot and into the White Horse Saloon, a small
oodcii hiiilding with a large wooden deck, and sat at the bar, eating thick burgers and
drinking thick beer, l at l ire Amber, straight from the keg. We inhaled second-hand
smoke and absorbed Jukebox niiisic and drank more. We drank more, and we kept trying
to nil the empty exhaustion we all felt, but nothing would suffice. My night was over
before it was o\ er. I don't remember walking back to the hotel and falling asleep.
1 remember waking up, wondering where 1 was. 1 was sick and sweating. Dad
was just out of the shower.
"Ciet in there and you'll feel better,” he advised, but I wasn’t in the mood for
getting wet.
"Nah, let's just get out of here.”
We had already missed our last sunrise in Colorado. It was late in the morning,
but it seemed late in the afternoon. Heavy gray clouds blanketed the mountains and
swept down into the dark ureen forests. It rained the entire ride. From Ridgway west on
62 and then south on 145, Dad drove in the silence of the diesel’s hum. We couldn’t see
the 14,000-foot peaks of Lizard Head Pass or the mines surrounding the town of Rico,
Spanish for "rich.” The poor town was wet and desolate. One store was open - the
liquor store - and we stopped and paid too much for cheap wine. We were silent except
for when we complained about the rain.
"The ending of the trip just has to be this way,” I said.
"Yeah, I know. Dad said. “It sucks.”
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"l iickin*: sucks."

“I tlu>uuht it clKin'i rain in Colorado."
"Somclimcs it docs."
But iu>t usualK. not in tlio soutliem half of the western slope. The landscape is
dominated by shrubbcr\. T he matting of silver-green sage breaks up before its smell
does, and further south greasewood and saltbrush obscure the beige ground, sandy and
dry.

The brushy plants are there because they adapted so well to the arid clime, and they

adapted so \\ ell to the arid elime because they are there. There,just a few hardy animals
can sur\ ive

reptiles conspicuous only in the sun and small nocturnal mammals like the

Jackrabbit and coyote. Drought is prevalent. It may have destroyed the area’s last
premodern society, the Anasazi Indians,
rhe Anasazi are mysterious down to their parched roots and dry bones. Their
famous dwellings at Mesa Verde remain still as skeletons once animated by the lives of
the “Ancient Ones," whose origins are as mystical as their ending. In a wide window of
time, they were suddenly there, in the middle of it all. They grew up slowly atop the
mesa, learning the ways of the world and becoming better at farming, hunting, weaving at living. They grew, but forever remained isolated, eventually moving into their cliffside villages of sandstone that “all hung together, seemed to have a kind of composition”
as Willa C'ather says in The Professor's House. But their composition wasn’t strong
enough. It didn’t pass time's test, as nothing ever does. Solid rock dissolves in wind and
water flowing from springs cold and crystal clear nins drier than dust. Those who rely on
that water of life die, too, if they don’t die suddenly of something else first.
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I he uliost t(.n\ ns of Mesa X'ercle may be a result of drought. Other theories
suggest \ udeni geidogieal e\ ents or murder by roving enemies or cannibalism.
Regardless, ihe\ 're gone, suddenly and regretfully, but regret is a pointless feeling,
W hat's gone is gone, ^■esterday moves farther and farther away and can never be
resiirreeted.
We dro\ e east on 160, together, lr> ing to cover as much ground as we could
before the son set.
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